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(ABSTRACT) 

A nationwide mail survey of professional home builders, 

remodelers, and siding contractors was undertaken to develop a better 

understanding of professional end users and the patterns of 

competition in the residential siding market. Perceptual mapping and 

deter.minant attribute analysis are demonstrated to have strategic 

applications in the forest products industry. 

Four-hundred and twelve respondents provided info~tion related 

to activities involving siding, product use, and distribution. 

Product-markets were explored using siding preferences, which were 

measured .for single-family homes in six home price categories. 

Perceptions of siding materials were used to evaluate the threat that 

non-wood materials pose to solid wood, hardboard, and plywood sidings. 

Respondents rated seven siding materials on eleven attributes. 

Perceptual maps were constructed using multiple discriminant analysis, 

and preferences were used to locate ideal points. 

Negative perceptions of all wood products exist in te~ of 

weather resistance and maintenance. Solid wood holds a niche in 



appearance/status, and remains competitive against brick because of 

brick's application cost. While solid wood siding remains relatively 

free from substitution threats, vinyl's threat would increase if 

repositioned to enhance its appearance/status. Vinyl poses a 

considerable threat to hardboard and plywood. Hardboard's lack of 

competitive advantage and position relative to vinyl makes it 

particularly vunerable to vinyl substitution. 

Comparisons of users and non-~sers of each product are made, and 

general guidelines of using the perceptual map for positioning, 

promotion, and new product strategies are given. 
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This thesis details the findings of a study on the perceptions and 

attitudes of professional building contractors regarding competing 

residential siding materials. The purpose of this study is to provide 

those involved in developing marketing strategies for siding products 

with an understanding of the basic underlying competitive structure of 

the market; specifically, to identify those attributes which are most 

significant in affecting siding material decisions, and to understand 

contractors' perceptions of the strengths and weakness of competing 

materials. In addition, this study was designed to demonstrate the 

applicability of deter.minant attribute analysis and perceptual 

mapping-~techniques borrowed from consumer and service marketing--to 

the forest products industry. 

The forest products industry faces fierce competition from 

non-wood materials in the siding market, as well as within the 

industry as different wood products compete against each other. The 

focus of this study is on the competition between substitutes rather 

than within a product class, and therefore concentrates on differences 

between materials (i.e., hardboard, plywood, vinyl, aluminum, brick, 

and solid wood siding) rather than different for.ms of a given material 

(i.e., lap, panel, bevel, or drop siding). 

Further, this study is qualitative in nature rather than 

quantitative. Market size and market share information are available 
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from other studies. This study is intended to complement the broad 

descriptive data from these other studies with qualitative 

consumer-behavior infor.mation; this study explores some of the 

underlying factors related to WHY the market share figures are what 

they are. 

The first section of the thesis, "Literature Review," is a summary 

·of relevant infor.mation uncovered as part of the literature review for 

this study. Current statistics related to market size and shares in 

the residential siding market are presented, as are discussions on the 

two marketing tools used in the study: determinant attribute analysis 

and perceptual mapping. 

The results of the study are broken into the three fundamental 

areas of the study, each of which is presented in manuscript fo~t. 

The first manuscript, "Residential Siding; An Assessment of the 

Product-Markets and a Profile of Professional End-Users,· presents a 

profile of respondents and evaluates product competition within 

different markets. The basis of this evaluation is product 

preference, and changes in preferences across different home prices 

categories. 

The second manuscript, "Assessing Buyer Needs in New Markets; 

Applying Determinant Attribute Analysis to Commodity-Like Produgts,· 

identifies which product attributes professional's seek when 

purchasing siding, assesses the relative importance of these 

attributes, and examines builder type differences. 
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The third manuscript, "The Competitive position of Wood as a 

Residential Siding Material; A Model of Consumer Perceptions," uses 

consumer perceptions of seven siding products to develop a perceptual 

map of the siding market. The perceptual map is used to evaluate the 

competitive positions of the various products. Differences in user 

groups is also explored. 

Finally, the "Summary of Researgh Findings" chapter reviews the 

major findings of all three areas of study, while the final section, 

"Opportunities for Further Research," lists the author's 

recommendations for future market research in this area. 
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o~s 

The primary objective of this study was to assess the competitive 

position of wood products in the residential siding market. 

Specific objectives include: 

1. To analyze the market characteristics of residential 

siding in ter.ms of who decides what type of siding 

to purchase, why customers buy one material as 

opposed to another, and where siding products are 

bought. 

2. To measure the perceptions and attitudes of 

professional contractors regarding wood-based siding 

products compared to alternative materials, and how 

these influence buying decisions. 

3. To examine the relative importance of various siding 

attributes from the buyer's perspective, and how 

wood compares against other materials based on these 

attributes. 

4. To identify differences and similarities among types 

of builders across different geographic regions to 

facilitate market segmentation. 
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Market Size and Composition 

The size of the residentia1 siding market and the market shares of 

the various products are somewhat elusive and dependant upon the 

definition of the market. Siding statistics vary depending on whether 

they include: 1) single or multi-family housing, 2) residential or 

commercial buildings, 3) new construction and/or 4) remodeling. Often, 

the statistics are confusing as to what "market" is being considered. 

Does the remodeling category in a particu1ar statistic include 

residing? Do the statistics being considered include mobile home 

construction? For this reason, one needs to be cautious when 

comparing data from different sources. This section discusses the 

major published sources of siding market statistics, emphasizing the 

detai1s of only the more recent info~tion. 

Williams (1982) presents a variety of pre-1980 statistics using 

u.S. Department of Commerce and Bureau of Census data. His tables 

include: "Dollar Volumes and Physical Quantities of Shipments of 

Selected Siding Materials"; "Maintenance and Repair and Major 

Replacement Expenditures for Siding by Residential Property Owners 

1976-1980"; and "Types of Exterior Wall Materia1s Used in 

Contractor-Built and Owner-Bui1t Houses by Location, 1976-1980." 

2 
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Market size and market share statistics for 1981 and 1982 were 

reported by Perry (1983) using Housing Industry Dynamics information 

for 1981 and National Home Center News information for 1982. These 

data include information for both the new home and retrofit markets. 

Perry (1985) reports 1982 new-home siding statistics tracked by the 

National Association of Homebuilders, and contrasts them to 1978 data. 

A 1984 Predicasts study estimated 1983 residential siding 

consumption to be 4.02 billion square feet of all products, with wood 

products accounting for a~ost 37% of the total (Anonymous 1984). The 

study also predicted 1988 and 1992 consumption for each siding 

product, with the most striking prediction being vinyl siding's growth 

from 14% of the market in 1983 to more than 30% in 1992. While they 

predict vinyl will grow at an annual rate of 7% from 1983 to 1993, 

hardboard is expected to remain stable, plywood to decline 1% 

annually, and lumber and shingles to decline 7% annua11y. 

Market statistics for the total siding market do not mean much 

without breaking them down by segments, because market shares and 

market size differ substantially between new-home, remodeling, and 

residing segments. Quantum Enterprise, Inc. (Anonymous 1987a) 

estimated that 4.7315 billion square feet (surface basis) of siding 

products (all materials) were sold during 1986. New construction 

accounted for 66% of the total, which included single-family homes 

(48%), multi-family (12%), and mobile homes (6%). The remaining· 34% 

was picked up by replacement (23%) and remodeling (11%). 

The Crows Weekly Letter reported the results of a recent study 
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conducted by LSI Systems, Inc., which estimated ma~ket shares for 

siding p~oducts in both the new home and ~epair & ~emodeling segments 

(Anonymous 1987b). Wood p~oducts control about 50% of siding of the 

new home segment in the U.S., with b~ick cont~olling 17%, aluminum 9%, 

and vinyl 5%. Of wood products, 25% belonged to hardboa~d, 8% to bevel 

siding and boa~ds, 14% to plywood, and 3% to ceda~ shingles & shakes. 

Vinyl siding, which accounted fo~ 38% of the ~emodeling market, had 

eroded the shares of both aluminum and hardboa~d in the remodeling 

segment. Overall, ha~dboard accounted for 15% of the R & R market 

while other wood sidings accounted for 14 percent (Anonymous 1987b). 

Perhaps the best indication of both the size of the siding market 

and the major trends in the competition among products is the product 

shipment figures compiled by the American Hardboard Association 

(Anonymous 1986a). Data was compiled using figu~es f~am the American 

Plywood Association, the Architectural Aluminum Manufacturers 

Association, the Western Wood Products Association, and the U.s. Dept. 

of Commerce Report on Shipment of Brick. 

Figure 1 contrasts 1985 product shipments with those from 1977 to 

highlight the major trends as well as the relative production size of 

each material. Clea~ly evident is the g~owth of vinyl at the expense 

of aluminum, the reduction in brick and ha~dboard, the q~owth in 

plywood, and the stability of cedar/redwood siding. Those interested 

in pre-1977 shipments should see William's (1982) siding article. 

The intense competition among substitute products in this market, 

and the ~esu1tant "jockeying for position" which takes place, is best 
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visualized by plotting market shares over time for competing 

materials. Figures 2 and 3 provide two different perspectives of this 

competition. 

Figure 2 uses the same data set as Figure 1, but shows percent of 

total shipments for selected products over the past ten years. Total 

shipments, the basis of these percentages, include cedar/redwood and 

steel, though these products were intentionally excluded from the 

graph because of their relatively stable shipments (as indicated in 

Figure 1). By using "percent of the total" rather than actual 

shipments, fluctuations due to housing starts are eliminated. While a 

telephone call to AHA verified that "total shipments" for hardboard 

included only domestic shipments, they were unsure of the nature of 

the other products (whether or not they included export shipments). 

Regardless, Figure 2 clearly indicates substitution trends in this 

industry. 

Figure 3 indicates changes in market shares specifically for the 

single-family home segment, using "percentage of gross area sided" 

data from LSI Systems, Inc. (Anonymous 1987c). The products included 

in Figure 3 are those which experienced the largest change. Especially 

noteworthy is the 44% increase in hardboard's share from 1981 to 1985, 

the 50% decrease in lumber's share, and the 133% increase in the 

"other" category, which includes vinyl. 

A study by Quantum Enterprises, Inc. provides not only the most 

recent market statistics, but also the best breakdown of the siding 

market into the important segments: Single-Family, Multi-Family, 
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Mobile Homes, Replacement, and Remodeling (Anonymous 1987a). Quantum's 

results are summarized in Figures 4, 5, and 6, which portray not only 

the size of the siding market today, but the substantial differences 

among market segments. The Mobile Home segment is not shown in 

Figures 5 or 6. This segment accounts for only 6% of the total. 

Hardboard accounts for 51% of this segment, vinyl 25%, plywood only 

3%·, while the "other" category accQunts for 20%. 

Overall & Regional Preferences 

The individual regions differ widely in their preferences for the 

various siding materials. Williams (1982) used Bureau of Census 

·Characteristics of New Housing" figures to describe these regional 

differences. The problem in using these figures, however, is that the 

Bureau of Census breaks siding products into only Brick, Wood or Wood 

Products, Stucco, ~uminum, and Other. As a result, the data only 

indicates that "wood or wood products" are dominating in all regions 

except the South, in which brick is king. 

According to LSI Systems, Inc., wood products had their best sales 

in 1985 in the New England states (74%) and the West North Central 

region (78%). In New England, the most popular wood siding product 

was lumber siding (28%), while hardboard was preferred by 56 percent 

in the West North Central region. Brick was used most often in the 

West and East South Central regions, 47 percent and 46 percent, 

respectively. The Pacific region used stucco in 44 percent of the 

homes in 1985 (Anonymous 1987c). 
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Another indication of regional preferences is Professional Builder 

Magazine's annual nationwide survey of consumers and builders. In 

1986, 809 households (all of whom planned to buy a home within six 

months) responded to the question "which exterior finish would you 

prefer for your new home?" In addition, 475 professional builders 

responded to the question "which of the following exterior finishes is 

standard in your best selling model?" (Anonymous 1986b). 

The overall results are shown in Table 1. .The siding material 

most preferred in each region by builders and consumers are presented 

in Table 2. The number of respondents in each category should be 

noted; breaking the data into the nine census regions diluted the 

percentage base for many of the regions, though one can still get a 

feel for the regional differences. 

Distribution 

Most residential siding materials are sold through building 

material wholesalers. According to a report in Housing magazine, 58% 

of the 474 respondents to a survey conducted in 1977 said they usually 

purchase their siding from local wholesalers. Retailers were the 

source of supply for 23 percent, while 13% bought directly from the 

manufacturer. An unspecified "other" accoUnted for 7 percent. About 

50% of the respondents were engaged in building construction, 25% in 

planning and design, and 25% in property management (Williams 1982). 

A 1987 study by Quantum Enterprises, Inc. explored the differences 

in distribution between hardboard and vinyl siding (Anonymous 1987a). 
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Table 3 illustrates this difference. The study also reported that 

producers of vinyl, hardboard, and aluminum siding have been 

attempting to penetrate new markets by broadening the scope of their 

distribution. While vinyl manufacturers have been trying to establish 

a position in traditional hardboard markets such as new home 

construction and mobile homes (see Figure 5), hardboard manufacturers 

have been trying to penetrate the faster growing residing market 

through alternate distribution. 

Though hardboard manufacturers have been working on new products 

aimed at the residing market, such as a 1/8" die-molded hardboard 

product laminated with expanded polystyrene backings, Quantum's report 

suggested that thus far vinyl has been more successful in penetrating 

the new home, mobile home, and retail lumber dealers than hardboard 

has been in penetrating the residing market (Anonymous 1987a). 

Attributes 

Subscribers to Housing magazine were surveyed in 1977 to dete~e 

the roles various factors play in home purchase decisions (williams 

1982). Subscribers (474) responded to the question "How important to 

you is each of the following factors in your selection of siding by 

type or brand?" by checking a four-point scale (Very lmportant, 

Important, Somewhat Important, and Not Important). Durability, price, 

weathering properties, and ease of application were rated the most 

important out of 13 factors, while termite resistance, color, and fire 

resistance were rated the least important. 
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A 1982 study conducted by National Family Opinion, Inc. for 

Professional Builder Magazine's annual consumer/builder survey, asked 

527 consumers throughout the nation to rate eight siding materials on 

the basis of price and maintenance. The two-point scales were 

"Expensive - Moderate" and "Little Maintenance - Frequent Maintenance" 

(Anonymous 1982). Tables 4 and 5 present the results of this study. 

Summary 

Literature relevant to the siding market was reviewed in this 

section. Sources for siding market statistics were identified and 

some of the previous studies reviewed. The objective of this study is 

to complement these market statistics with in-depth, consumer level 

info~tion related to preferences and perceptions. 

DaterminaDt Attribute. 

The objectives of this study include statements such as 

"relative importance of attributes", and deter.mining how these 

"influence buying decisions." While buyers of siding products 

consider many attributes, some probably weigh more heavily than others 

in influencing the purchase decision. This study attempts to identify 

those attributes which are most significant in affecting which siding 

material is purchased. 

Multi-attribute attitude models (i.e. Fishbein 1967; Rosenberg 

1956; Wilkie and Pessemier 1973) are commonly used to measure 

consumer's attitudes. These models imply that attributes differ in 
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their contribution to evaluation and choice (Lumpkin et ale 1985). 

Myers and Alpert (1968) suggest that those attributes which directly 

influence choice are "determinant." Their notion is that an attribute 

may be relatively important to a customer when choosing a siding 

product. On the other hand, if the customer rates all products as 

being equal with regard to that attribute, then the attribute is not a 

determinant factor in deciding which product to buy. 

Alpert (1971) demonstrates how determinant attributes may be 

identified for a particular product and compares the three basic 

methods: (1) direct questioning; (2) indirect questioning, including 

motivation research and covariate analysis; and (3) observation and 

experimentation. Direct questioning techniques generally identified 

determinant attributes moree£ficiently than indirect methods, with 

the exception of the regression coefficients determinance technique. 

A common for.m of direct questioning is "duel que.stioning." This 

calls for ratings of various product attributes in te~ of: (1) how 

important each is thought to be in determining choice, and (2) how 

much difference is perceived among competing products in term8 of each 

attribute. Attributes judged high in combined importance and 

differences are selected as determinant. 

The duel-question technique of identifying determinant attributes 

was labeled "importance-perfor.mance analysis" by Martilla and James 

(1977). They present an example of how the results of this technique 

can be translated into useful action in a marketing program, and 

describe the technique as "a low-cost, easily understood technique 
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that can yield important insights into which aspects of the marketing 

mix a fir.m should devote more attention as well as identify areas that 

may be consuming too many resources." 

In this frequently used method, difference is usually measured by 

directly asking respondents how they perceive the attributes as 

differing among the various products or brands, with a scaling of "Big 

Difference-, "Small Difference-, -No Difference", and "Don't Know" 

(Myers and Alpert, 19(8). Lumpkin, Greenberg, and Goldstucker (1985) 

measured difference by asking respondents if the retail store they 

shop at possesses each attribute using a three-point scale fram "not 

at all" to "very much so." The respondents were then asked to apply 

the same scale to retail stores in general. "Difference" was derived 

by comparing the two responses. 

Both of these methods have some problems in the context of this 

siding study. The first method only produces information regarding 

difference, without actually rating each product. For example, we 

could find that a "big difference- exists among the various siding 

products with respect to ease of installation, however we wouldn't 

know how each product rates on this attribute. The second method (as 

used by Lumpkin et al., 1985) is designed for studies on brand choices 

or retail store choices. The respondents need to report what brand 

they presently buy, or store that they shop. 

This technique would not be feasible for a study with products as 

variable as siding. Even if a respondent could state which material 

he/she usually uses (probably variable from job to job), he/she 
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certainly couldn't rate eaGh attribute for "siding products in 

general," at least not meaningfully. Because this siding study is 

comparing different products that compete with wood siding, and it is 

important to ask ratings of all the products, rather than just the one 

the respondent usually uses and siding products "in general." 

The problems exist because the notion of determdnant attributes is 

usually used in the context of comparing brands within a product 

class, not in comparing substitute products as in this study. Myers 

and Alpert (1968) recognized the difference and mentioned that it 

.might often be more important for manufacturers to pay more attention 

to determdnant attributes among products in addition to among brands: 

"The researcher should, therefore, also ask for ratings of 
different products which might compete with the original 
product class •••• there is even the possibility that all brands of 
an existing product might be rated reasonably high in, for 
example, "ease of preparation,· but some substitute product might 
rate even higher in this feature and thus would attract consumers 
on the basis of this greater convenience." 

This is the essence of this study. 

Perceptual Mapping is a valuable method of data reduction and is 

frequently used in consumer-related fields in new product design, 

advertising, and other applications in which marketing managers want 

to know (1) the basic cognitive dimensions consumers use to evaluate 

products and (2) the relative positions of present and potential 

products with respect to those dimensions. The map can be used to 

identify opportunities, enhance creativity, and direct marketing 
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strategies to the area of investigation most likely to appeal to 

consumers. 

Multiple Discriminate Analysis (MDA) was used in this study to 

generate the perceptual maps. MDA has been widely used in consumer 

behavior research for this purpose (see Johnson 1971; Dillon et al. 

1986; Pessemier 1975 and Churchill 1987). For the reader desiring 

more infor.mation, several authors discuss the technique in te~ of 

product positioning strategies (Hauser et al. 1987; Ray 1982; Busch 

and Houston 1985), and as a tool to generate new-product ideas 

(Shocker and Srinivasan 1974; Gavish et al. 1981). 
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Figure 2. Percentage of Total1 Shipments for Selected Siding 
Products, 1976 - 1985. 2 

1Total includes steel & cedar/redwood, which remained relatively 
constant. 

2Source: Anonymous 1986a. 
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Figure 3. Single-Family Home Market Shares (% of gross area sided) 
of Selected Siding Products, 1981 to 1985 
(Source: Anonymous 1987c) 
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Million Sq. Ft. Surface Basis 

Hardbrd. Plywd. Wood Vinyl Aluminum Brick Other 

Siding Materials 

_ Single-Family" Multi-Family IZZ.J Mobile Home. 

g;;g Replacement &S1 Remodeling 

Figure 4. Composition of 1986 Residential Siding Consumption, by Market 
Segment and Siding Material (Million Square Feet, surface 
basis) (Source: Anonymous 1987a) 
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Single-Family 

Vlnyl"'S 
Alumfnum 1S 

Brick 28S 
'-

Total ... 2.244 million sQ. ft. 

PlywoodS" 

Multi-Family 

~
Otheres 

Brick 5S 

Aluminum 4S 
Vinyl" 

Wood ... s 
Total ... 563 million SQ, ft. 

Figure 5. 1986 Siding Market Shares for Single- and Multi-family 
Segments (Source: Anonymous, 1987a). 
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Remodeling 

Replacement 

Wood 'IS 
Plywood 2~ 

~:::::;ii iiiiiijill Hardboerd 2. 

A1umlnum 25. 

Total • ',098 million sq. ft. 

Figure' 6. 1986 Siding Market Shares for Remodeling and Replacement 
Segments (Source: Anonymous 1987a.). 
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Table 1. 1986 Siding Preferences of Home Buyers and Builders. 1 

Siding Product 
Brick/Masonry 

Home BuyersZ. 
49.1 

Wood Shakes/Shingles 
Wood Siding 

4.1 
14.2 

9.5 
9.4 

10.7 
1.0 

--L..1 
100 % 

Stucco 
Aluminum/Metal 
Vinyl 
Plywood 
Hardboard 

BuildersZ. 
33.3 

4.0 
27.4 
19.2 
8.6 

11.4 
4.2 

..L.l 
117.8%3 

lSource: Professional Builder Magazine (Anonymous 1986a). 
2percentage base for Consumers is 809 responses; Builders is 475 

3Urenls~lo°knesehsome· b b 'lde 11 d lt' 1 th uyers, Ulo rs were a owe mu lop e answers, us 
percents do not add to 100% 
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Table 2. Home Buyer and Builder Siding Preferences by Region. 1 

HOME BUYERS BUILDERS 

t of t of 
R~~:9QnQ!:nt§ Mat§l;r;:isaJ. % R§I§:9gnQ§lnt; Msat!:.:iAJ. % 

NEW ENGLAND (58) Wood 31 (9) Wood 78 
Vinyl 16 Shakes/Shingle 44 

MID. ATLANTIC (117) Brick 40 (41) Alumin/Metal 34 
Vinyl 27 Vinyl 32 

E. NO. CENTRAL (148) Brick 60 (29) Brick 48 

W. NO. CENTRAL (42) Brick 43 (39) Hardboard 46 

so. ATLANTIC (158) Brick 61 (62) Stucco 32 
Brick 31 

E. SO. CENTRAL (29) Brick 72 (10) Brick 60 

w. SO. CENTRAL (70) Brick 80 (32) Brick 78 

MOUNTAIN (57) Brick 56 (22) Wood 36 
Stucco 16 Stucco 27 

PACIFIC (130) Stucco 34 (36) Stucco 47 
Wood 29 Wood 41 

lSource: Anonymous 1982 
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Table 3. Builders/Contractors Purchase Sources for Hardboard and 
Vinyl Siding, 1986. 1 

Hardboard Siding 
5% 

22% 
51% 

9% 
13% 

~: 
100% 

Sourge 
Specialty Siding Distributor 
General Line Wholesaler 
Lumber Yard 
Home Center Chain 
Manufacturer's Plant 
Other 

Vinyl Siding 
61% 
15% 

6% 
6% 

11% 
...ll 

100% 

lSource: Quantum Enterprises, Inc. (Anonymous 1987c). 
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Table 4: Consumer's Rating of Siding Products on Price. 1 

% Rating % Rating t of Responses 
~;i.~~ng ~r2smet ~~~n§;i.D H2~fU;;:it~ U;;}3.lt g ~ :22:Z T2til.l 
Brick 84% 16% 489 
Aluminum/Metal 41% 59% 466 
Stucco 27% 73% 455 
Wood 35% 65% 466 
Shakes/Shingles 59% 41% 459 
Vinyl 34% 66% 441 
Plywood 10% 90% 445 
Hardboard 21% 79% 443 

11982 Study by Professional Builder Magazine (Anonymous 1982). 

Table 5: Consumer's Rating of Siding Products on Level of 
Maintenence. l 

Siding Product 
Brick 
Aluminum/Metal 
Stucco 
Wood 
Shakes/Shingles 
Vinyl 
Plywood 
Hardboard 

% Rating 
Little "te, 

99% 
91% 
55% 
17% 
36% 
78% 
12% 
18% 

% Rating 
F:reguent "te, 

01% 
09% 
45% 
83% 
64% 
22% 
88% 
82% 

t of Responses 
(Out of 527 Total) 

490 
458 
448 
466 
455 
444 
442 
443 

11982 Study by Professional Builder Magazine (Anonymous 1982). 
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Residential Siding: An Assessment of Product-Markets 

and a Profile of Professional End Users 

Abstract 

A nationwide mail survey of professional home bui1ders, 

remodelers, and siding contractors was undertaken to develop a better 

understanding of professional end users and the patterns of 

competition in the highly competitive siding market. Four-hundred and 

twelve respondents provided infor.mation related to activities 

involving siding, product use, distribution, and who specifies siding 

materials. Siding preferences were measured for single-family homes 

in six home price categories. Regional and builder type market segment 

differences were also evaluated. 

Solid wood was used in the highest concentration by single-family 

home builders and in the Northeast and Western regions. Solid wood 

competes primarily with brick and stucco in the upper home price 

market, with preference positive1y related to home price. 

Multi-family builders used the heaviest concentration of hardboard, 

which along with plywood, received the heaviest concentration of use 

in the West. Both wood composite products compete with aluminum and 

vinyl in the lower home price markets, and preferences were inversely 

related to home price for these products. 
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Introduction 

Residential siding is an important end-use of wood products, in 

the for.m of hardboard, plywood, lumber, shingles, and newer 

products such as oriented strand board. Residential siding 

consumption in 1986 tota11ed 4.7 billion square-feet (surface basis). 

Wood products accounted for 51% of the total, with hardboard and 

plywood each accounting for 21% and solid wood accounting for almost 

9% (Anonymous 1987a). 

This is a dynamic market composed of many substitute products, 

with different for.ms of wood products competing with each other as 

well as with non-wood materials like aluminum, vinyl, brick, steel, 

and stucco. The siding market is characterized by diverse market 

segments, with dramatic market share shifts occurring between the 

single-family, multi-family, remodeling, and residing segments, as 

well as between geographic regions. 

The emergence of vinyl as a widely accepted siding material has 

recently created a rapid shifting of market shares. "Jockeying for 

position" in the siding market share game has become intensive; some 

old standbys are losing ground while others are gaining ground, 

regional products are pushing into new areas, vinyl is increasing its 

already large remodeling market share, and manufacturers are working 

feverishly on new products (Green 1986). In recent years, strides 

have been made in product quality, color, and style options in most 

siding materials. Wood products manufacturers have introduced plywood 
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lap siding, hardboard in shorter lengths, and a die-mold8d hardboard 

product aimed at the residing market (Anonymous 1987a). 

The changes taking place in the siding market and the increasing 

competition from non-wood materials is a typical example of changes 

affecting the entire wood products industry, as discussed by Bingham 

(1986). Bingham states that in times of major transition "the 

successful competitors will be those who are most aware, most 

innovative, and most responsive to change." Describing the customers 

of the forest products industry as "a changing mix of people with more 

specific desires and needs than those of the past,· Bingham challenged 

forest products researchers to "learn more about the customers of this 

industry." 

Studies on wood as a siding material have primarily concentrated 

on technical perfor.mance; little consumer level research has been 

done. Siding statistics related to market size and market shares have 

been collected by several private market research fi:ms (Anonymous 

1987a; Anonymous 1987b and 1987c). Product shipment statistics of 

competing siding products have been compiled by the American Hardboard 

Association (Anonymous 1986a). Pre-1977 siding statistics are 

reviewed by Williams (1982). 

This paper is part of a larger study designed to provide 

manufacturers, wholesalers, and retailers with a better understanding 

of the professional customer of wood and wood-based siding products 

and the patterns of competition within this market. The purpose of 

this paper is twofold: (1) to profile the professional siding consumer 
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in terms of product use and distribution, and (2) to use consumer 

preferences to identify relevant product-markets for six home price 

categories. This second objective will provide answers to the 

following questions: 

1. Which products compete within a given home price range1 

2. At what home price ranges is a given product competitive, and 

how does this change as home price changes1 

Day et ala (1979) defines a product-market as the set of products 

judged to be substitutes, within those usage situations in which 

similar patterns of benefits are sought, and the customers fOr who 

such usages are relevant. A lack of understanding of product-market 

boundaries can result in an inadequate and delayed understanding of 

emerging threats in the competitive environment. 

Ultimately all product-market boundaries are arbitrary. Market 

and product class definitions appropriate for tactical marketing 

decisions tend to be narrow, reflecting the short-run concerns of 

sales and product managers. For example, hardboard manufacturers 

mdght tend to limit their view of competitors as other hardboard 

manufacturers. While appropriate for short-run tactical decisions, 

manufacturers' perceptions of product-market boundaries should be 

"stretched" far enough so that significant threats and opportunities 

are not mdssed (Day et ala 1979). 
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Methodology 

Data Collection 

A mail survey was used to collect primary data. This method is 

the most efficient and cost effective means of securing data from such 

a dispersed population. While the questionnaire was designed to 

provide a variety of data which might enhance knowledge of wood-based 

siding products, the focus of this paper is on product use, 

distribution, and professional consumer preferences. 

The national sample frame of professional home builders, repair 

and remodeling contractors, and siding contractors was accessed 

through a standardized marketing fi~ (Anonymous 1987d) and the Blue 

Book of Major Homebuilders (Anonymous 1987e). The Blue Book was 

included to offset small fi~ bias associated with the yellow page 

based list provided by the marketing fi~. Do-It-Yourself (DIY) 

consumers were not included in this study; unlike other wood product 

markets, DIY'ers are not as active in the siding market. A study by 

the Do-It-Yourself Research Institute estimated that less than 4% of 

DIY households had installed exterior siding themselves (Green and 

Farnsworth 1983). 

A total of 3271 questionnaires were mailed, 2700 to the yellow 

page sample and 571 to the Blue Book sample. Both sample sizes were 

calculated to be sufficiently large to allow approximately a 95% 

confidence interval with an absolute error of 5% or less in overall 

survey results. The random sample was drawn systematically to ensure 
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that geographic regions appeared in the sample proportionately to 

their occurrence in the sample frame. 

Prior to the final mailing, the questionnaire was pretested by 

mailing it to 114 rando~y selected professional builders. Responses 

from the pretest were used to improve the final questionnaire, which 

was mailed in October, 1987. A follow-up letter was mailed one week 

later, followed two weeks later by a rand~y selected phone follow up 

of 300 builders. 

Responses 

A total of 412 usable questionnaires were returned. In addition, 441 

were returned as undeliverable, a function of the high turnover in the 

industry, and 2S returned questionnaires were unusable. Because of 

the anonymity afforded survey respondents, non-response bias could not 

be assessed by contacting fi~ that did not return the questionnaire. 

However, the Chi-square test was used to test for non-response bias by 

comparing the immediate responses (first 70) to those who responded 

after the follow-ups (last 70). The assumption in this test is that 

late respondents tend to be most like non-respondents (Fowler 1984). 

No significant differences were found at the .05 level in te~ of 

four demographic characteristics: Type of Builder, Revenue, Geographic 

Region, and Average Home Price. This implies no evidence of 

non-response bias. 
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Respondents 

Demographics 

A broad representation was obtained of professionals in ter.ms of 

builder type, geographic region, and fir.m size. Most respondents were 

owners (44%), presidents (29%), or vice presidents (9%). Of the 412 

respondents', 31.6% classified themselves as single-family home 

builders, followed by repair & remodeling contractors (26.5%), siding 

contractors (20.9%), and multi-family builders (19.7%). Respondents 

perfor.ming any multi-family construction during 1987 were classified 

as multi-family builders. 

Based on U. S. Census regions (Figure 1), the South accounted for 

39.2% of the respondents, followed by the North Central (29.0%), West 

(16.1%), and Northeast (15.8%) regions. Figure 2 depicts total 

responses by builder type and geographic region. The geographic 

composition of builder types closely resembled that existing in the 

sample frame. 

Multi-family builders constitute the largest builders in ter.ms of 

revenue, followed by single-family builders, siding contractors, and 

repair/remodelers. Eighty-four percent of the multi-family and 

forty-one percent of the single-family builders reported revenues 

exceeding $1 million, while only fourteen and eight percent of siding 

contractors and remodeling contractors, respectively, reported 

revenues exceeding $1 million. 
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Construction Activities 

The respondents were asked to indicate activities undertaken during 

the previous year which involved siding (Table 1). Builder type 

groups were not mutually exclusive in terms of building activities. 

The most diverse groups were the siding_and repair/remodeling 

contractors; the difference was that 99% of siding contractors reside 

homes (72% of R&R) while only 37% of the siding contractors build 

additions (90% R&R) . 

Similarities between the single and multi-family groups were also 

evident. Seventy-seven percent of the multi-family builders indicated 

they were also involved with single-family construction. While 10 

(7.9%) of the single-family builders indicated multi-family 

"activities," they were not included in the multi-family group because 

they reported "none" when asked how many town houses or multi-family 

houses were built in 1987. Finally, builders classified as 

multi-family were more likely to undertake non-residential 

construction, while those classified as single-family were most likely 

to undertake construction of additions. 

Of the 116 single-family builders who reported number of 

single-family homes constructed during 1987, 75% built less than 25 

homes, 17% built between 25 and 100 homes, and 8% constructed over 100 

homes. Of the 56 multi-family respondents reporting single-family 

construction, half constructed less than 25 homes, while 27% built 

between 25 and 100 homes and 23% built over 100 homes during 1987. 
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Siding Product Use 

Respondents were asked to report which products their fi~ had used in 

the previous twelve months, and the percentage of the total that each 

product accounted for (total use - 100%). Product use is measured as a 

percent of the total rather than volume and therefore should not be 

mistaken for traditional market share calculations. While a large fi~ 

reporting -10% hardboard use- potentially could use more hardboard 

(volume) than a small fir.m reporting -100% hardboard use,-

percentage based results remain useful for identifying fundamental 

differences between different types of builders and geographic regions. 

Siding Use by Builder Type 

-
Table 2 reports mean product use percentages for the entire sample as 

well as for each of the four builder type categories. The biggest 

differences occur between the home builders (single and multi-family show 

similar patterns) and the siding contractors. Siding contractors were 

heavy users of vinyl and aluminum and low on all others, while the home 

builders were low on vinyl and aluminum and used a higher percentage of 

hardboard, plywood, and brick. Multi-family builders were the heaviest 

users of hardboard while single-family builders were the heaviest users of 

solid wood on a percentage basis. The repair/remodel group fell 

in between. 

Vinyl siding appears to have made inroads into wood's traditional 

new construction market. Over a third of the respondents in both the 
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single and multi-family groups reported using some vinyl during the 

previous year. Vinyl accounted for an average 1S% of the total siding 

use in both of these groups (Table 2). As vinyl use increases in the 

new home markets, its threat to market shares of wood products 

increases. 

Regional Differences in Siding Use 

TO examine regional differences, mean product use percentages were 

calculated for all sixteen builder/region combinations. While the results 

of this breakdown should be interpreted with caution due to the low 

percentage base resulting from dividing our sample into 16 groups, major 

patterns are obvious. 

Single and Multi-family home builders had the greatest regional 

differences in product use (Table 3). Westerners used a higher 

percentage of hardboard, plywood, and stucco than the other regions. 

North~ast and Western builders used the highest concentration of solid 

wood siding. Solid wood appears to be the least competitive in the 

South, where brick dominates. Vinyl percentages were especially high 

for Northeast home builders, while Western home builders used no vinyl 

siding. 

Regional differences were also evaluated for the siding and 

repair/remodeling contractor groups. Regional differences for these 

groups was not as great as for the home builder groups. As in the 

home builder groups, vinyl was lowest in the West. The WotherW 

category was used often by siding contractors in the North Central and 
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western regions. Notes on the surveys indicate that this "other" 

category was usually steel siding, especially the "seamless" steel 

products. 

Solid Wood Siding Use 

Of the 412 respondents, 163 (40%) used some solid wood siding during 

the previous twelve months. Of these solid wood users, over 

three-quarters had used western redcedar, one-third had used 

pine/spruce, and one-third reported some use of redwood siding. The 

species composition of the average wood siding user was 66% redcedar, 

16% pine/spruce, 15% redwood, and 3% other species. Only six percent 

of those using wood siding used the "other species· category. Other 

species used included Cypres~ (4 mentions), Fir (2 mentions), Atlantic 

white cedar (2 mentions), and Douglas-fir and Poplar (each with 1 

mention). 

To examine differences in species use by home prices, respondents 

were asked to report the average price of the homes they construct. 

Figure 3 indicates that the percentage of pine/spruce and redwood 

generally decrease as home price increases. A higher percentage of 

western redcedar was used by respondents building higher priced homes. 

Distribution Channels 

Respondents were asked to indicate, for each material, the source of 

the majority of their purchases. Wood products were primarily purchased 

at the retail level, while vinyl and aluminum were purchased through 
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wholesalers (Figure 4). The overall results were broken down into the 

four builder type categories (Table 4). A higher percentage of 

multi-family builders purchased wood products from wholesalers and direct 

from the manufacturer compared to single-family builders. 

Not one siding contractor indicated purchasing the majority of 

their vinyl or aluminum at the retail level, yet over one-third of the 

single and multi-family home builders purchased their vinyl and 

aluminum at the retail level. This indicates that vinyl and aluminum 

have been relatively successful in penetrating wood's traditional 

distribution channels. 

Siding Specifiers 

Respondents were asked t~ indicate how often siding material decisions 

are made by the homeowner (buyer), architect, builder, or developer (Table 

5). Only single and multi-family home builders were used in. the analysis. 

Results were extremely variable with no clear patterns emerging. The high 

standard deviations relative to the means are an indication of the high 

variability. The range in each category was 0% to 100%. All four 

categories of decision-makers are important to marketers of siding 

products. 

The least variable was the builder category. Builders make the 

siding decision about half the time. Over a quarter of the decisions 

are made by homeowners (buyers), while architects and developers each 

make the siding decision about ten percent of the time. As expected, 

developers play a more important role in decisions involving the 
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1arger multi-family category while homeowners are more active in the 

sing1e-family category. Architects played a minor ro1e in both 

bui1der type categories. 

Siding Materia1 Preferences 

Preferences by Home Price 

Respondents were asked which siding materia1s they wou1d prefer if 

they were to construct a sing1e-family home in each of six home price 

categories (from "Under $70,000" to "Over $400,000"). Multiple 

responses were permitted. Because the question referred to new 

construction, this analysis was limited to single and mu1ti-family 

bui1ders only. 

Figure 5 displays the number of mentions for each product across 

the six home price categories. Two product groups are apparent. 

Preferences for hardboard, p1ywood, viny1, and aluminum are inversely 

re1ated to home price (Fig. 5a) while preferences for cedar, brick, 

stucco, and cedar shingles are positively related to home price (Fig. 

Sb). Preference for pine/spruce appears to be less sensitive to 

changes in home price. At the extreme upper end of the range, the 

products in Figure Sa would pose 1ittle threat of substitution to the 

products in Figure 5b, though products within each group should be 

considered direct substitutes, characterized by intense competition 

for market share. In the middle home price range, the product~rket 

structure is less defined with wider preferences and intense 
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competition among all products. 

Regional Differences in Preferences 

Table 6 indicates regional preference differences. Northeast 

builders preferred vinyl over the hardboard and plywood for homes 

under $100,000. For homes greater than $100,000, builders in the 

Northeast prefer solid wood. Another stronghold for solid wood was 

the Western region. Unlike Northeast builders, Westerners preferred 

hardboard and plywood over vinyl for lower priced homes. This data 

indicates that vinyl has yet to reach the acceptance in the West that 

it has obtained in the rest of the country. 

The North Central region was characterized by a strong preference 

for aluminum on lower priced_homes and brick on higher priced homes, 

though solid wood made a strong showing in the middle of the price 

range. The South strongly preferred brick for all but the lowest 

priced homes. Solid wood preference was lower in the South than in 

any other region. 

Summary 

Residential siding is an important end use for both solid and wood 

composite products. These products compete in a market characterized by 

intense competition from non-wood materials and diverse market segments. 

The professional consumer can be categorized into four builder type 

segments: single-family builders, multi-family builders, siding 

contractors, and repair/remodeling contractors. These groups are not 
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mutually exclusive in ter.ms of construction activities. 

New home builders use the highest percentage of wood products. 

Solid wood siding receives the highest usage in the single-family 

segment, while hardboard siding is used the heaviest in the 

multi-family segment. Vinyl siding, traditionally used predominantly 

in the residing and remodeling markets, appears to have successfully 

penetrated the new home market, as over a third of the single and 

multi-family builders surveyed had used some vinyl during 1987. 

Siding contractors used almost exclusively vinyl and aluminum. 

Repair/remodeling contractors used predominantly vinyl, however they 

showed more diversity in product use than siding contractors. 

Among single-family home builders, solid wood was used the 

heaviest in the Northeast and Western regions and was used the least 

in the South. Hardboard and plywood received their heaviest use in the 

Western region. Vinyl siding has yet to reach the level of acceptance 

in the West that it has in the other regions. 

Solid wood competes primarily with brick and stucco in the upper 

home price market (over $150,000), and preference for these three 

materials was positively related to home price. Hardboard and plywood 

compete with each other along with vinyl and aluminum in the lower 

home price market (under $70,000), and preference for these materials 

was inversely related to home price. The product~rket in the 

mid-price range is less defined, with all products competing against 

each other. 
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Figure 1. Map of Four U.S. Census Regions. 
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Each Product For Six Home-Price Cateqories (respondents 
were per.mitted to check as many preferred products as 
they wished). Products inversely related to home price 
are included in SA, while those positively related to 
home price are shown in SB. 
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Table 1. Number of Respondents Performinq Various Construction Activities, by 

Builder 'l'ype. 

Total Sinqle- Multi- Sidinq R" R 
t Family Family Contractor Contractor 

cateqory Response. (f) (t> (t) ('> (I) (') (f) (t) 

Sinqle-Family 

Construction 292 127 (l00.0') 61 ( 77.0') 47 ( 54.7') 57 ( 52.8') 

Multi-Family 

Construction 123 10 ( 7.9t)41 79 (100.0t) 25 ( 29.U) 9 C 8.3t) 

Non-Residential 

Construction 80 19 ( 15.0') 30 ( 38.0') 14 ( 16.3') 17 ( 15.7') 

Re-Sidinq 

Existinq Homes 186 16 ( 12.6') 7 ( 8.9') 85 ( 98.at) 78 ( 72.2') 

Repair of 

Existinq Homes 161 19 ( 15.0') 6 ( 7.6') 60 ( 69.8') 76 ( 70.4') 

Construction of 

Additions m -it (...ll.:J1) 11 l.l.L.I!) ll(...ll..n) -2l 82. 8!) 

TOTAL RESPONSES 400 127 21 79 21 86 21 108 21 

AlThese 10 did not indicate multi-family in Question 113 and thus were not 
included in the multi-family cateqory. 

21 Respondents were asked to cbeck all cateqories that applied. Therefore, 

percentaqes do not add. to lOOt_ 
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Table 2. Average Siding Product Usage (as a percent of total siding use) by 
Builder Type for the -Last Twelve Months.-

Products 

Hardboard 

Plywood 

Vinyl 

Aluminum 

Solid Wood 

·Of the total volume of siding products your fi~ used in the past 

twelve months what percent would you estimate consisted of the 

following materials-? 

All Singl_ Multi- Siding R , R 

Groups Family Family Contractor Contractor 

, 
10 11 19 * 9 

8 12 9 * 8 

34 15 15 73 41 

11 7 10 17 13 

13 23 13 * 13 

Cedar Shingle. 3 3 3 1 3 

Stucco 4 6 7 0 3 

Brick 13 22 21 * 8 

other _4 -l. --2 --L. ....1 

TOTAL 100' lOOt lOOt lOOt 100' 

*lndicat •• b.tween 0 and It. 



Table 3. Average SIding Product U.age (ae a percent of total .1dinq u.e) by Builder Type .nd 

a_qlon. 

·ot the total volume of .1dinq product. your fir.m u._d 1n the past 12 month., 

what percent would you •• timate came from the follow1nq material.?-

Slnqle-Family Multi-Family Sidinq Contractor 

HE S HC " ME S MC " HI S HC It 

Hardboard 4 t2 9 16 3 23 20 32 III a 0 0 

Plywood 2 10 12 24 • 10 7 3 .. • 0 , 
Vinyl 33 13 20 0 36 14 • 0 77 • t 61 5. 
Aluminum 13 5 7 7 9 3 32 0 17 10 23 16 

Solid 

Wood 30 19 23 27 27 8 6 23 • 0 0 0 

Cedar 

Shingle. 5 .. 3 5 5 2 2 1 2 0 • 4 

Stucco 2 5 5 12 * 9 1 27 * 0 0 0 

Brick 9 36 19 7 12 29 21 3 1 * * 0 

other 2 * 2 2 * 2 3 9 1 * 17 16 

TOTAL 100' tOO, 100' 100' 100' 100' 100' 100' 100' 100' toot 100' 

Number of 

Respondents, 

17 48 31 26 16 35 19 10 17 28 31 • 
III Indicates between a and l' 

R , R Contractor 

HI S BC .. 
1 13 5 It 
2 12 I • 

UI .... 
54 33 St II 

17 9 l' It 

15 13 12 16 

6 2 3 5 

2 3 * • 
1 15 1 10 

2 * 3 7 

100' 100' 100' 100' 

14 43 36 14 
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Table 4. Sidinq Suppliers, by Product and Builder Typal.! 

Local Retail Large Home Direct Frail TotaltV 
Product Builder-Type Lumber Yard Center Chain Wholesaler Manufacturer , 

Hardboard Single-Family 80 1 17 1 99 

Multi-Family 70 8 17 6 101 

Siding Contractor 68 4 24 4 100 

R , R Contractor 78 11 11 0 100 

Plywood Single-Family 76 3 21 0 100 

Multi-Family S9 7 29 5 100 

Siding Contractor 73 7 18 2 100 

R , R Contractor 73 14 14 a 101 

Vinyl Single-Family 34 6 57 3 100 

Multi-Family 34 8 43 14 100 

Siding Contractor 0 0 86 14 100 

R , R Contractor 18 3 75 4 100 

Al.uminum Single-Family 34 4 57 6 101 

Multi-Family 32 9 50 9 100 

Sidinq Contractor 0 0 86 14 100 

R , R Contractor 18 4 69 10 101 

Pine/Spruce Single-Family 80 2 18 0 100 

Multi-Family 74 3 21 3 101 

Siding Contractor 68 0 32 0 100 

R , R Contractor 76 10 14 1 101 

Cedar/Redwood Single-Family 70 1 27 2 100 

Multi-Family 60 9 2S 6 100 

Siding Contractor 63 0 37 0 100 

R , R Contractor 72 10 15 3 100 

Brick Single-Family 22 1 6O 18 101 

Multi-Family 20 2 56 22 100 

Sidinq Contractor 27 0 50 23 100 
R , R Contractor 24 0 51 26 101 

a/Question stated -ror each material, check the source of the majority of your 

purchases.- This table indicates the percentage of each builder type group 

which checked each source for each product. 

2/Totala may not add to 100' due to rounding. 
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Table S. Sinqle- and Multi-Family Respondent's Estimates of How 
Often the Sidinq Material is Specified By Homeowner, 

Architect, Builder, or Developer. 

--Sinqle- and Multi-- S1nql_ Multi-
Family Combined. Family Family 

ONLY ONLY 
Sidinq Mean Stanard (Mean) (Mean) 

Specifier , Deviation (" (') 

Homeowner 27.8 31.3 32 20 

Architect 11.0 19.3 11 11 

Buildar 51.1 38.2 50 54 

Developer 10.1 25.1 7 15 

Total 100.0' 100' 100' 
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Table 6. Reqional Sidinq Preferences for Sinqle- and Multi-Family Builders.a / 

Bome -Preferences <, of those in the region mantioning)- Humber of 

Price Reqio,.a/ lst 2nd 3rd Respondents 

< $70 K !IE Vinyl (55') Plywood (2n) Harclboard (17') 29 

S Hardboard (3") Vinyl (35') Brick (28') 81 

He Aluminum (3lt) Vinyl (29') Harclboard (27') 48 

" Plywood (45') Hardboard (34') Stucco (2n) 38 

$70-100 K !IE Vinyl (57') Aluminum (23') Tie Between Many 3D 

S Brick (46') Vinyl (26') 8aJ:dboard (23') 80 

HC Aluminum (32') Brick (23') ~ Vinyl (23" 47 

W Plywood (44') Hardboard (31') Stucco (26') 39 

$100-150 K !IE Cedar/Redwd (41') Brick (28') , Vinyl (28') 29 
S Brick (68') Cedar/Redwd (23') Stucco (23') 80 

HC Cadar/Redwd (49" Brick (42') Aluminum (22') 45 

W Cedar/Redwd (47') Stucco (32') 8aJ:clboard (21') 38 

$1S0-200 K !IE Cedar/Redwd (SO') Brick (37') Cedar Shinq. (23t) 30 

S Brick (78') Cedar/Redwd (27t) Stucco (19') 78 

HC Brick (69') Cadar/Radwd (47') Tie-Se .. ral 4S 

" Cedar/Redwd (61t) Brick (45') Stucco (4O') 38 

$200-400 K !IE Cedar/Redwd (65') Brick (45') Cedar Shinq. (32') 31 
S Brick (88') Cedar/Redwd (27') Stucco (23t) 77 

HC Brick (8n) Cedar/Redwd (37') Stucco (16t) 38 
II Brick (Sst) Ced&r/Radwd. (55') Stucco (47') 38 

> $400 K !IE Cedar/Redwd (69') Brick (4st) Cedar Shing. (31t) 29 
S Brick (86t) Cadar/Redwd (27', Stucco (26') 77 
HC Brick (95') Cedar/Redwd. (3D') Stucco (14') 37 
II Brick (71') Cadar/Redwd (55') Stucco (40t) 38 

a/Respondents indicated which materials they preferred for a new single-family home in 

each price ranqe. Percents will not add to 100' because multiple responaes wera 
permitted. 

h/HE - Horth.ast, S - South; HC - Harth Central; W - ... t 
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Assessing Buyer Needs in New Markets: 
Applying Deter.minant Attribute Analysis to Commodity-Like Products 

Abstract 

Determinant attribute analysis, a technique which isolates 

critical product attributes, can be a useful managerial tool in old 

line industries hoping to penetrate new markets with commodity-like 

products. This paper uses residential siding materials as an example. 

A nationwide mail survey was used to collect primary data from 

professional end users of siding products. The dual question method 

was used to calculate deter.minance scores for 23 siding attributes and 

multiple discriminant analysis was used to highlight differences 

between four builder type market segments. 
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Introduction 

Many companies in the basic, old line manufacturing industries 

such as stee~, forest products, and meta~ mining see their future in 

switching from basic commodities into higher margin, ·va~ue-added· 

specialty products and moving into newer, faster growing and less 

cyc~ical market segments (Anonymous 1982). In these basic industries, 

the key success requirements are usua~ly technologica~ ski~~, scale 

economics, and production know-how (Hal~ 1980, Hayes and Abernathy 

1980). But in the new markets, success often depends on creating a 

package of products and services tai~ored to new customers. 

Levitt (1975), in his classic Marketing Myopia, discussed the 

importance of viewing an industry as a customer satisfying process 

rather than a goods producing process, and re~ated the failures of 

many basic industries to their being overly product oriented instead 

of customer oriented. The concept of learning and catering to 

customer preferences has more recently become pop~arized by Peters 

and Wate~n (1982) and Peters and Austin (1985). Product positioning 

and promotional strategies usually need to be a~tered when entering 

new market segments, as the new customers may have different needs and 

wants. However, ski~ls in analyzing customer desires, market 

segmentation, and product positioning are rarely present in old line 

manufacturing industries (Doyle and Saunders 1985). 

Deter.minant attribute analysis is a technique which can aid 

managers in understanding which product attributes most dete:mine 
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purchase behavior in different market segments. The technique has 

been used to identify factors determining consumer store choice 

(Lumpkin et ale 1985; Bearden 1977) and bank selection (Anderson et 

ale 1976; Sweitzer 1975). Wilson and Ghingold (1987) present a 

modification of the technique as a useful tool for linking research 

and development projects to the marketplace. 

Moriarty and Reibstein (1986) used deter.minant scores as the basis 

of benefit segmentation to show that it is possible to develop benefit 

segments for an industrial market and that traditional segmentation 

methods (SIC codes and Company Size) do not serve as surrogate schemes 

for benefit segmentation. They also, however, conceded the usefulness 

of benefit segmentation to practitioners is limited because of 

problems with identifying and communicating with target customers. 

This does not mean that determinant attribute analysis has no use 

in industrial applications using traditional, a priori segmentation 

schemes. This paper demonstrates the applicability of dete~ant 

attribute analysis to industrial commodity-like products, and the 

usefulness of using the technique with multiple discriminant analysis 

to evaluate differences in a priori market segments. The technique is 

applied to the forest products industry, using residential siding 

materials as an example. 
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Background 

Current Situation 

Residential siding is an important product for the forest products 

industry, in the fo~ of hardboard, plywood, lumber, shingles, and in 

the newer products such as oriented strand board. The residential 

siding market is characterized by many substitute products and diverse 

housing segments. Dramatic market share shifts in siding 

products occur between the single-family construction, multi-family 

construction, repair & remodel, and residing segments. Wood products 

dominate new home construction with a 62% market share, compared to an 

8% share for vinyl and aluminum. Conversely, vinyl and aluminum 

dominate the residing segment with an 84% sha~e compa~ed to a 5% share 

for all wood products (Quantum Enterprises 1987). 

Siding demand, like other industrial goods, is a derived demand. 

Because siding is a component material for residential homes, demand 

is derived from demand for housing and remodeling. Siding comprises 

only a small component of the final product; homebuyers purchase a 

home, not pieces of cedar siding or hardboard. 

Wood-based siding manufacturers, especially producers of plywood 

and hardboard panels, are characterized by large-scale producers of 

commodity products and have traditionally relied on a production 

oriented marketing approach combined with a widely accepted system of 

voluntary product standards, low degree of product differentiation, 

and an auction-like manner in which prices are set (Sinclair and 
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Seward 1988). Most siding materials for use in the residential market 

are sold through wholesalers of building materials. Contractors 

solicit bids from dealers on the materials to be used, and price 

bargaining takes place within these limits (Williams 1982). 

The forest products industry is increasingly looking to the repair 

and remodeling segment for stability and diversification for many 

product lines (Weyerhaeuser Co •. 1984; Georgia-Pacific Corp. 1985). 

This market segment is also very large and growing, with 1986 repair & 

remodeling expenditures by residential property owners totaling $91.3 

billion, up 13.6 percent over 1985 (Franta and Johnson 1988). This 

market is viewed as a haven fram the interest rate sensitive new home 

markets (Anonymous 1984). 

In addition to stability, siding manufacturers look to this 

segment for growth. Most of the growth in the siding market is 

expected to come from a specific branch of the repair & remodel 

market--the residing market (Quantum Enterprises 1987). Wood-based 

siding producers, particularly hardboard manufacturers, hope to 

penetrate the vinyl and aluminum dominated residing market with 

alternative distribution and new products designed to appeal to this 

segment, which is served predominantly by siding contractors (Quantum 

Enterprises 1987; Masonite Corp. 1980; Masonite Corp. 1979). 

Manufacturers attempting to penetrate these new markets must 

understand the attributes that are most critical in siding material 

decisions by professionals in the remodeling industry. These are the 

characteristics around which a sound marketing strategy must be 
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developed. Deter.minant attribute analysis is a method which can 

isolate these critical product characteristics. 

Deter.minant Attribute Concept 

Multi-attribute attitude models (i.e. Fishbein 1967; Wilkie and 

Pessemier 1973) are commonly used to measure consumers' attitudes. 

Underlying these models is the assumption that consumers view products 

as a bundles of attributes, features, or benefits, and that the 

attributes differ in their contribution to product evaluation and 

choice. Myers and Alpert (1968) suggest that those attributes which 

directly influence choices are "deter.minant." Their notion is that an 

attribute may be important to a consumer, but if the consumer feels 

that alternative products are equal with regard to that attribute, 

then the attribute is not a deter.minant factor in purchase decisions. 

Determinant attributes are those that are important yet also 

discriminate well among competing products or materials. 

Methodology 

Data Collection 

Primary data was obtained using a mail survey, the most efficient 

and cost effective means of securing data from such a dispersed 

population. Deter.mining which attributes to include on the 

questionnaire is critical, for if evaluative factors important to the 

customer are overlooked, the usefu1ness of the results wil1 be 
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severely limited. To minimize this limitation, exploratory research 

was conducted prior to questionnaire development. An open ended 

questionnaire was sent to 163 professional building contractors during 

the summer of 1987, the results of which were used to narrow down the 

list of attributes to the 23 included on the final questionnaire. To 

ensure the final questionnaire was effective and understandable, it 

was pretested by mailing it to 114 random1y selected building 

contractors. Pretest responses were used to improve the final 

questionnaire. 

The sample frame for this study consisted of professional building 

contractors in every state, advertising in three yellow page 

categories: (1) Home Builders, (2) Repair and Remodeling Contractors, 

and (3) Siding Contractors. These categories represent the major 

market segments for siding products. Contractors were accessed 

through a standardized mailing list fiDm (American Business Lists 

1987). Because yellow page based lists tend to be biased towards the 

smaller fiDmS, home builders listed in The Blue Book of Major 

Homebuilders (Anonymous 1987) were included in the sample frame. 

A systematic random sample was used to select 2700 fiDmS from the 

yellow page list and 571 fir.ms from The Blue Book. Sample sizes were 

calculated to be sufficiently large to allow a 95% confidence interval 

with an absolute error of 5% or less in overall survey results. Equal 

sample sizes were obtained from each of the three yellow page 

categories (900 each). The systematic procedure ensured that 

geographic regions appeared in the sample proportionately to their 
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occurrence in the sample frame. The 3271 questionnaires were mailed 

in the fall of 1987. A follow-up letter and randomly selected phone 

follow-ups were used. 

Responses 

A total of 412 usable questionnaires were returned. In addition, 

441 were returned as undeliverable, a function of the high turnover in 

the construction industry, and 2S returned questionnaires were 

unusable. A good cross section of respondents was obtained in te~ 

of builder type and region (Figure 1). 

Because late respondents tend to be most like non-respondents 

(Fowler 1984), non-response bias was studied by comparing the 

immediate responses (first 70) to those who responded after the 

follow-ups (last 70). The chi-square test of independence showed no 

significant differences (at the .05 level) in terms of four 

demographic characteristics: Type of Builder, Revenue, Geographic 

Region, and Average Home Price. This implies no evidence of 

non-response bias. 

Analysis Procedure 

While there are several methods of measuring determinant 

attributes, the dual question method has been found to be efficient 

and reliable when compared to other methods (Alpert 1971) and 

therefore was used in this study. This technique calls for rating 

attributes in ter.ms of: (1) how important each is thought to be in 
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deter.mining product choice, and (2) how much difference is perceived 

among the competing products in terms of each attribute. 

Each respondent indicated the importance of each attribute along a 

five place scale ranging from "of no importance" to "critical." 

Respondents where then asked to indicate, for each attribute, the 

extent to which competing siding materials differed. These materials 

included hardboard, plywood, vinyl, aluminum, solid wood, stucco, and 

brick. Difference was measured along a four place scale ranging from 

"very similar" to "very different." 

Dete~nance was calculated by weighting the importance of an 

attribute by the perceived difference. If x represents the importance 

rating and y the difference rating of a particular attribute by an 

individual respondent, then xy represents the degree of deter.minance 

for the given attribute and respondent. Since importance is measured 

on a five point scale and difference on a four point scale, 

deter.minance scores ranged from 1 to 20. However, what are interesting 

are those attributes which are both important and discriminating, 

relative to the other attributes. "Relative to the other attributes" 

is important, because one respondent may use the scale somewhat 

different than another. 

For example, consider dete~nance scores for dent resistance from 

two individuals, respondent A and B. Respondent A has a higher 

deter.minance score for dent resistance than respondent B (18 vs. 12). 

It is possible that dent resistance could be the highest score for 

respondent B, yet not so for respondent A. Because we are most 
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interested in an individua1's deter.minance re1ative to the other 

attributes instead of the actua1 score, the scores were standardized 

(T-scores) by individua1 (Moriarty and Reibstein 1986). Deter.minance 

scores for each individua1 subsequent1y have a mean of 50 with a 

standard deviation of 10. 

For example, if respondent A's deter.minance score for dent 

resistance is 50, then dent resistance was only average compared to 

his/her ratings of all 23 attributes. A score of 60 is very high (a 

fu11 standard deviation above the respondent's average), and likewise 

a score of 40 is very low. The calculation of scores for 

each respondent may be depicted algebraically as: 

Where: Di 
Pi 

Ii 
X 

s 
10 , 50 

- Deter.minance score for attribute i. 
- Perceived difference between siding 

materials along attribute i. 
- ~ortance of attribute i. 

Individual's grand deter.minance mean, or 
the mean of (P) (I) for all 23 attributes. 

- Standard deviation of X 
- Used to convert from Z-score into 

T-score. 

How high does a score have to be in order for an attribute to be 

considered determinant? The method suggested by Alpert (1971) and 

used by Lumpkin et ale (1985) is to use a one-tailed Z-test to 

identify those attributes which are significantly higher than the 

mean. In this method, the population mean and standard deviation are 

estimated with the grand mean from the sample. While this method 

might be biased in that extreme deter.minance scores would -tend to 
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pull the grand mean toward their sample means • • • the attributes 

might at least be chosen systematically 

eyeballing" (Alpert 1971:188). 

rather than through mere 

While deter.minant scores will provide a relative ranking of each 

attribute, it does not provide a test of differences across the four 

builder type segments. Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) is used 

for this purpose. The appropriate technique when the dependent 

variable is categorical and the independent variables are metric (Hair 

et al. 1987), MDA has been widely used in consumer behavior research 

to identify differences among market segments (Perreault et al. 1979; 

Watson 1981; Lumpkin et ale 1985). 

MDA finds the weighted combinations of attributes which 

discriminate among groups, m~xim;zing an F-ratio of between product to 

within product variance. The varimax rotated loadings, which are 

analogous to factor loadings, indicate the relative importance of each 

attribute on each function, with the sign indicating directional 

relationships. The loadings measure the simple linear correlationa 

between each siding attribute and each function. Group differences 

can be visualized by portraying the groups on the canonical axes 

fo~d by the significant functions. Attribute vectors can be plotted 

using the rotated loadings to further enhance interpretation of group 

differences. 
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Resu1ts 

Attribute Determinance and Importance 

Figure 2 profi1es mean determinance scores for a11 respondents 

with respect to the 23 attributes. Seven attributes are significantly 

greater than the grand mean and, consequent1y, shou1d be considered 

determinant attributes. A one-tai1ed Z-test was used with a 

significance leve1 of .OS, though at the .10 1eve1 resu1ts remain the 

same. 

Beautiful appearance, high status image and weather resistance are 

grouped together as the most deter.minant attributes--those with the 

highest combined importance/difference ratings. The four remaining 

determinant attributes are of lesser determinance yet still 

significant: low/easy maintenance, dent resistance, competitive price, 

and structural strength. Those attributes ranking lowest in 

deter.minance were manufacturer service, variety attributes (i.e. wide 

co1or selection, texture/profi1e variety, and size variety), and 

natural material. 

As previously discussed, determinance and importance do not always 

coincide. For comparison, Figure 3 displays mean importance for all 

respondents, with the attributes arranged in order of determinance. 

Two attributes--availability and retai1er service--rank in the top 

five for importance yet in the bottom third of determinance. Three 

others occupied the top ten for importance yet failed to make the top 

ten for determinance: paint holding ability, dimensional stability, 
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and service from manufacturer. This comparison demonstrates a problem 

with simply evaluating "importance." While attributes rating high 

in importance should not be neglected by marketers, they are not 

necessarily critical in decisions related to material choice. 

Several interesting results were the deter.minance of competitive 

price and fast/easy application. Competitive price was only average 

in importance, yet made it into the deter.minance category because it 

had a high rating in terms of difference among products. Fast/easy 

application ranked third in number of mentions in the exploratory 

survey used to design the questionnaire, yet ranked only 14th in 

deteJ:minance. It was only average in terms of both importance and 

difference. 

Attribute Differences by Builder Type 

MU.ltiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) was used to deter.mine if any 

of the attributes differed across the four builder type categories. 

The MDA produced two significant functions which accounted for 91 

percent of the explained variance. The varimax rotated loadings, the 

group means, the significance level of the univariate F-test, and the 

New.man-Keuls test of group differences are included in Table 1. 

A benefit of MDA is that builder type differences can be visually 

portrayed in a simple diagram, as is done in Figure 4. In Figure 4, 

group centroids (mean discriminant scores) of each builder type 

segment have been plotted on the two discriminant functions. 

Interpretation of group differences is greatly enhanced by including 
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attribute vectors in Figure 4. These vectors are simply the plotted 

loadings of each attribute. Rather than plot all 23 attributes, only 

the most discriminating attributes--those with loadings exceeding 

.30--are plotted in Figure 4. 

This plotting procedure causes the attribute vectors to point 

towards the builder type segments having the highest mean level on the 

respective attribute and away from the segments having the lowest mean 

score (Hair et al. 1987). The greater the distance between segments, 

the greater the difference in determinance between the segments. These 

differences can be explained by the attribute vectors. 

Interpretation of Figure 4 indicates that the first discriminant 

function is the primary source of differences between new home 

builders (single and multi-family) and the groups involved with 

remodeling and residing (remodelers and siding contractors). The 

direction of the vectors indicate that this dimension corresponds most 

closely to competitive price, variety in available sizes, and 

manufacturer service. Thus competitive price is higher in 

determinance for the new home groups (especially the multi-family 

segment), while size variety and manufacturer service are more 

determinant for the others (especially siding contractors) • 

Visual inspection of the segment positions on function II indicate 

that this function is the primary source of differences between the 

siding contractors and single-family home builders, with the other two 

segments remaining neutral (close to the middle). The distinguishing 

characteristics of the siding contractors are a higher dete~ance 
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for warranty and ease of repair, while single-family home builders had 

higher deter.minance scores for paint holding ability and natural 

materials. 

High status image was highly correlated with both functions and 

therefore warrants separate consideration. High status image was the 

primary source of difference between the single-family home builders 

and siding contractors. High status was high in dete~nance for the 

single-family group but low for the siding contractors. Multi-family 

builders were also positioned high on this attribute (imagine a 

perpendicular line from this segment to the high status vector), while 

remodelers remained neutral. 

Another difference between siding contractors and single-family 

builders which is not indicated on Figure 4 was dete~ance for 

Beautiful Appearance (Table 1). Appearance was found to be higher in 

dete~nance for the single-family builder than siding contractors, 

though that isn't to say appearance is unimportant to siding 

contractors--their appearance score was still high relative to other 

attributes. 

Among the attributes labelled ·dete~nant,· no significant 

differences existed between builder types for weather resistance/long 

life, low/easy maintenance, or structural strength/rigidity (Table 1). 

Discussion 

The analysis thus far has identified 23 attributes which 

professionals seek when purchasing siding materials, identified seven 
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of the attributes as being determinant (discriminating attributes high 

in importance), and further, highlighted the differences in the four 

builder type segments. Knowing which attributes are most deter.minant 

in the target segment, the next step for manufacturers would be to 

determine how purchasers perceive both their product and key competing 

products for each deter.minant attribute. In addition to the 

determinant attributes, manufacturers should concentrate their market 

research on those attributes ranking high in deter.minance for the 

target segment. 

With this information, manufacturers can adjust promotional and 

product positioning strategies to their new target market. Returning 

to the example, hardboard manufacturers attempting to penetrate the 

residing market through siding contractors need to alter promotional 

messages. Rather than emphasizing price and appearance, attributes 

such as warranty, ease of repair, and service may need to be 

emphasized. Hardboard manufacturers need to determine how siding 

contractors perceive hardboard compared to vinyl and aluminum in te~ 

of warranty, service, and ease of repair. Negative perceptions need 

to be addressed through promotion and/or new product features. 

Conversely, vinyl and aluminum manufacturers hoping to penetrate new 

home construction may need to emphasize home selling attributes (high 

status image and appearance), as well as price. 

Depending on how purchasers perceive the products on the 

determinant attributes, many alternative promotiona~ strategies exist 

(for examples see: Ray 1982). However, the basis of creative strategy 
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planning is knowledge of the target segment's attitude structure, 

which begins with isolating determinant attributes. 

Conclusions 

Determinant attribute analysis, a technique adopted from consumer 

and service marketing, has been demonstrated to be applicable to an 

essentially industrial commodity-like product. The technique can be a 

useful tool to managers in old line, basic manufacturing industries 

hoping to penetrate new markets. In combination with multiple 

discriminant analysis, market segment differences can be eva~uated and 

presented to managers in a simple diagram. The technique is a 

relatively simple method of identifying those product attributes which 

are both important yet discriminating, and therefore the ones to 

concentrate on in promotion and positioning strategies as well as 

future market research. 
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Figure 1. Number of Respondents by Builder Type Segment and 
Geoqraphic Reqion (6 of the 412 respondents could not 
be classified by builder type, resultinq in a total of 
406 in figure 1). 
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Figure 2. Mean Determinance Score Ratings for 23 Siding Attributes 
(those labelled "determinant" are significantly greater 
than the mean score of 50) 
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Figure 3. Mean Importance Ratings for 23 Siding Attributes 
(arranged in order of dete~nance to facilitate 
comparison with Figure 2) 
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Figure 4. Portrayal of Four Builder Type Segments 
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Table 1. MDA Result.s of Differences in Det.e.rminance Scores Across Builder Type Segments 

Mean Det.erminance Scores 
By Builder Type Segment. 

Rotated 

Canonical Singl_ Mult.i- Siding R , R Newman-buls: 

Loadinqa Family Family Contr. Cont.r. F-Test Differinq 

Am IBtJTE 5 I II (l) (2) (3) (1) Probe GroupsaL_ 

g~Ilim!;WUI 

High Status I 
Quality Image -.39 -.40 60.3 58.3 51.5 55.4 .000 3 from 1,2,4 

Compet.it.ive Price -.51 .07 53.6 55.9 48.6 49.2 .000 1,2 frcm 3,4 

Resistance to 

IJI'Ipa.cta/Dent.s .18 .06 50.8 50.7 54.3 52.4 .032 1,2 frcm 3 

Beautiful Appearance -.12 -.16 58.3 58.3 54.7 57.2 .042 1 from 3 

St.ructural St.renqthl 

Riqidit.y .19 -.28 52.1 49.5 50.4 52.0 .159 liS 

Low/Easy Maintenance .00 .10 52.5 53.0 53.9 52.2 .603 NS 

Weat.her Resist.ant.1 

Lonq Life .13 -.01 55.5 55.7 56.3 55.9 .925 NS 

B~-DETEBtI;WUa: 

Bolda Staina/Paint.a -.06 -.46 52.4 51.0 45.1 51.6 .000 3 from 1,2,4 

A -Natural- Material -.07 -.51 48.9 45.1 40.8 46.6 .000 3 from 1,2,4 

Manufacturer Service .34 .22 44.3 46.0 50.2 48.4 .000 3 from 1,2 

Warranty/Guarant.ee -.02 .49 48.4 51.2 54.0 50.0 .001 3 from 1,2,4 

Wholesalerl 

Retailer Service .15 .26 46.4 47.1 51.4 48.2 .003 3 from 1,2,4 

Easy to Repair -.14 .48 48.8 52.3 52.2 50.2 .012 2,3 frCD 1,4 

Variet.y in 

Available Sizes .33 -.10 44.5 43.6 46.0 46.7 .042 2 from 4 

Fade Resistance .19 .14 49.4 49.8' 52.3 51.2 .074 liS 
Thermal Insulat.ion .23 -.14 46.7 45.5 47.8 48.7 .094 liS 
Wide Color Selection .10 .04 46.4 45.2 48.3 46.8 .097 liS 
Variet.y in Textures/ 

Profiles -.06 -.02 46.7 45.3 46.7 44.7 .162 NS 
Fire Resistance .06 .20 46.7 48.1 48.7 49.0 .290 liS 
Fast./Easy Applicat.ion -.14 .03 48.7 50.6 48.0 48.4 .298 liS 
Resist.s Mold/Mildew -.10 .27 49.1 50.3 50.7 49.3 .481 liS 
Dimensional! 

Shape Stability -.11 -.11 50.8 49.8 49.1 49.2 .489 liS 
Availabilit.y .06 -.01 48.5 47.6 48.5 47.9 .888 liS 

Al Groups 1,2,3 and " represent. single-, mult.i-family, sid1nq cont.ractors, 

and repair/remodelers, respect.ively. .. S· represents not siqnificant. 

at t.he .05 level. 
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The Competitive Position of Wood as a Residential Siding Material: 
A Model of Professional Consumer Perceptions 

Abstract 

Perceptual mapping, a consumer based modeling technique adopted 

from consumer related fields, is demonstrated to have diagnostic and 

strategic applications in the forest products industry. The technique 

is used to evaluate the threat of substitute products -- an important 

competitive force acting upon all wood products -- and to guide 

product positioning and new product strategies. Consumer perceptions 

are used to evaluate the threat that non-wood materials pose to solid 

wood, hardboard, and plywood sidings. Four-hundred and twelve 

professionals (home builders, remodelers, and siding contractors) 

nationwide rated seven siding materials on eleven attributes. A 

perceptual map was constructed using multiple discriminant analysis, 

and preferences were used to locate ideal points. 

Negative perceptions of all wood products exist in terms of 

weather resistance and maintenance. Solid wood holds a niche in 

appearance/status, and remains competitive against brick because of 

brick's application cost. While solid wood siding remains relatively 

free from substitution threats, vinyl's threat would increase if 

repositioned to enhance its appearance/status. Vinyl poses a 

considerable threat to hardboard and plywood. While plywood has a 

small perceived advantage in application cost, hardboard's lack of 
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competitive advantage and position relative to vinyl makes it 

particularly vunerable to vinyl substitution. 

Comparisons of users and non-users of each product are made, and 

general guidelines of using the perceptual map for positioning, 

promotion, and new product strategies are given. 

Introduction 

Substitute products are a powerful competitive force acting upon 

the forest products industry. Engineered polymers compete with pulp 

products for packaging materials while steel, aluminum, masonry, and 

plastics compete with wood for building materials (Til1man 1985). The 

residential siding market is one in which wood particularly faces keen 

competition from other materials, as well as within the indust~ as 

the various wood products compete against themselves. 

Wood products accounted for almost 51% of the 4.70 billion 

square feet (surface basis) of residential siding consumption in 1986 

(Anonymous 1987a). Though the siding market as a whole is expected to 

grow at less than 2% a year or even decline (Anonymous 1984), 

advancements in plastics technology have recently created a rapid 

shifting of market shares. The Vinyl Siding Institute calls their 

industry's dramatic growth "one of the biggest success stories in the 

history of the building products industry" (Ampolsk 1985), and one 

study predicts vinyl will increase its market share from 13% in 1983 

to more than 30% in the mid-1990's (Anonymous 1984). 
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While some within the industry believe that vinyl's success has 

come largely at the expense of aluminum rather than wood, 

advertisements for vinyl directly attack wood with copy reading 

"doesn't flake or blister and never needs painting." Forest products 

manufacturers cannot ignore the threat of substitute products. Porter 

(1980) includes substitute products as one of the five competitive 

forces that deter.mine the ultimate profit potential of an industry. 

Even if not directly stealing market share, they can limit the profit 

potential of wood products by placing a ceiling on prices. 

In order to evaluate the threat that a substitute poses to a given 

product, it is necessary to understand how consumers perceive a given 

product vis-a-vis its competitors. Too frequently, assessments of 

strengths and weaknesses of competing products are limited to tangible 

characteristics such as price and physical attributes, disregarding 

the intangibles such as consumer perceptions and attitudes (Dickson 

1974). Consumer perceptions do not always correspond to what 

manufacturers believe about their own products, yet it is the 

perceptions which deter.mine success in the'marketplace. Perceptions 

result in beliefs about products (or materials), which combine as the 

basis for an attitude, which directs buying behavior (Busch and 

Houston 1985). 

This paper uses consumer perceptions to evaluate the 

competitiveness of wood products in the residential siding market. A 

modeling technique is presented which has received wide use in 

consumer related fields but has seldom been used in the forest 
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products industry --perceptual mapping. While the siding market is 

the focus of this research, the methods presented can be used to 

evaluate any product or market. The technique has been used in new 

product design, promotional strategy decisions, and many other 

marketing applications where the marketing manager wants to know (1) 

the basic cognitive dimensions consumers use to evaluate the products 

and (2) the relative positions of present and potential products with 

respect to these dimensions (Hauser 1979) • 

Methodology 

TO date, little consumer research has been done related to siding 

products. Quantitative studies related to market size and shares are 

conducted by several private market research firms, yet we are aware 

of none which measure consumer perceptions of competing products. In 

order to use a consumer based approach to evaluate the competitiveness 

of wood, primary data had to be collected. To ensure the new 

construction, remodeling and residing markets were represented, 

professional consumers were the object of this study rather than 

Do-It-Yourself consumers. 

The Questionnaire 

Primary data was obtained using a mail survey, the most efficient 

and cost effective means of securing data from such a dispersed 

population. The questionnaire was designed to provide a variety of 

data which might enhance knowledge of the underlying structure of the 
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siding market. 

The focus for this study was on identifying consumers perceptions 

of seven competing siding products on eleven attributes (Table 1). 

Respondents were asked to indicate the degree to which each product 

possessed each attribute. A four-point rating scale suggested by 

Stern et al. (1975) which asked if the product possesses the attribute 

to a high degree (4), considerable degree (3), limited degree (2), or 

not at all (1) was used. Respondents were instructed to assume the 

wood products had been properly finished. 

Deter.mining which attributes to include in the study is critical, 

for if evaluative factors important to the customer are overlooked, 

the usefulness of the model will be severely limited. To minimize 

this limitation, exploratory research was conducted prior to 

questionnaire development. An open-ended questionnaire was sent to 

163 professional builders during the summer of 1987, the results of 

which were used to narrow down the list of attributes to those in 

Table 1. 

Including too many products on the questionnaire would reduce 

response quality due to respondent fatigue. The products included 

were those with significant residential market shares. Solid wood was 

divided into two categories to reflect the difference in -naturally 

durable- species. In this paper, cedar and pine will refer to the 

cedar/redwood and pine/spruce categories, respectively, used in the 

questionnaire. 

Finally, to ensure that the final questionnaire was effective and 
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understandable, it was pretested by sending it to 114 professional 

builders and siding marketing executives. 

Sample 

The sample frame for this study consists of professional building 

contractors in every state, advertising in three yellow page 

categories: (1) Homebuilders, (2) Repair and Remodeling Contractors, 

and (3) Siding Contractors. These categories represent the major 

market segments for residential siding. The names were accessed 

through American Business Lists, Inc. (Anonymous 1987b). Because 

yellow page based lists tend to be biased towards the smaller fir.ms, 

home builders listed in The Blue Book of Major Homebuilders (Anonymous 

1987c) were also included in the sample frame. 

A systematic random sample was used to select 2700 fir.ms from the 

yellow page list and 571 fir.ms from The Blue Book. Equal sample sizes 

were obtained from each of the three yellow page categories (900 

each). The systematic procedure ensured that geographic regions 

appeared in the sample proportionately to their occurrence in the 

sample frame. The 3271 questionnaires were mailed in the fall of 

1987. A follow-up letter and randomly selected phone follow-ups were 

used. 

Responses 

A total of 412 usable questionnaires were returned. In addition, 

441 were returned as undeliverable, a function of the high turnover in 
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the industry, and 25 returned questionnaires were unusable. Because 

late respondents tend to be most like non-respondents, non-response 

bias was studied by comparing the immediate responses (first 70) to 

those who responded after the follow-ups (last 70). The chi-square 

test of independence showed no significant differences (.05) in ter.ms 

of four demographic characteristics: Type of Builder, Revenue, 

Geographic Region, and Average Home Price. This implies no evidence 

of non-response bias. 

Analysis Techniques 

Perceptual mapping results in a geometric representation of how 

competing products are perceived, and has been used in marketing for 

product positioning strategies (Hauser et ale 1987; Ray 1982; Busch 

and Houston 1985), and as a tool to generate new product ideas 

(S~ocker and Srinivasan 1974; Gavish et ale 1981). Dayet al. (1979) 

suggests perceptual mapping as a useful tool in predicting which 

products customers regard as potential and actual substitutes and why. 

Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MDA) was used to generate the 

perceptual map. This technique has been widely used in consumer 

behavior research for this purpose (Johnson 1971; Dillon et ale 1986; 

Pessemier 1975; Churchill 1987) and to identify differences among 

various marketing segments (Perreault et ale 1979; Watson 1981; 

Lumpkin et ale 1985). 

MDA is the appropriate statistical technique when the dependent 

variable is categorical and the independent variables are metric (Hair 
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et a~. 1987). In this study, the e~even product ratings are the 

independent variables, or predictors, while the dependent variab~e is 

the seven siding products. MDA finds the weighted combination of 

attributes which discriminates most among products, maximizing an 

F-ratio of between product to within product variance. The second and 

subsequent weighted combinations are then found which discriminate 

among the products, with the constraint that they al~ be uncorre~ated 

with each other. 

For the perceptua~ map to be pragmatically useful to management, 

perceptions must be linked to behavior or intended behavior. This is 

often accomp~ished by superimposing onto the mode~ "idea1 points," 

which represent the position on the mode1 that an "idea1" product 

would occupy, should such a product exist (Hooley 1979). Idea~ points 

serve as a reference point, indicating how much of an attribute is 

desired, since "more" of an attribute is not necessari~y better. 

In this study, the product ratings for the respondent's preferred 

product were used as an indirect measure of the ideal point. When 

multiple preferences were indicated, the average rating for each 

attribute was used. The functions derived in the discriminant analysis 

were then used to fit the idea~ points into the same space as the 

products, as suggested by Johnson (1971). An ideal point was 

calcu~ated for each respondent for each of four home price ranges. 
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Results 

Respondents Profile 

A broad representation was obtained of professionals in ter.ms of 

builder type, geographic region, fir.m size, and products used. 

Most respondents were owners (44%), presidents (29%), or vice 

presidents (9%). Respondents classified themselves as single-family 

homebuilders (31.6%), followed by repair & remodeling contractors 

(26.5%), siding contractors (20.9%), and multi-family builders 

(19.7%). Respondents that perfor.med any multi-family construction 

during 1987 were classified as multi-family builders. 

Using the four U. S. Census regions, more of the respondents were 

from the South (39.2%), followed by the North Central region (29.0%), 

the West (16.1%), and the North East (15.8%). Figure 1 depicts total 

responses by builder type and geographic region. The geographic 

composition of builder types closely resembled that existing in the 

sample frame. 

Forty-one percent of the single-family builders and 84 percent of 

the multi-family builders reported revenues exceeding $1 million, 

while only 14 and 8 percent of siding contractors and remodeling 

contractors, respectively, reported revenues exceeding $1 million. 

The percentage of respondents using each product during the previous 

year, by builder type, is shown in Table 2. 
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Perceptual Model 

Approximately 400 builders rated all seven siding materials on 

eleven attributes. Multiple Discriminant Analysis (MeA) was used to 

deter.mine which attributes best discriminate among the materials. The 

MDA produced five significant functions. Varimax rotation was used to 

enhance interpretation, as suggested by Perreault et ale (1979) and 

Hair et ale (1987). In the rotated solution, function I is the most 

important, and alone it accounts for 34% of the explained variance in 

product ratings. Function II accounts for 27%, while functions III and 

IV account for 15% and 13%, respectively. The first four functions 

therefore account for 89% of the explained variance, and thus will be 

the only ones considered in the analysis. 

The discriminant analysis reduced eleven attributes to four 

ndimensionsn, each described by a function. The dimensions represent 

those attributes in which the products differ the greatest. The 

functions represent linear combinations, similar to regression, and a 

discriminant score can be calculated for each respondent on each 

function. Interpreting and labeling each function is accomplished by 

examining the attributes having the highest absolute nloadings" on the 

function, as is done in factor analysis (Watson 1981; Hair et ale 

1987). 

The rotated loadings are shown in Table 3. The loadings represent 

the correlations between each attribute and the discriminant score. 

For example, the correlation between nLow/Easy Maintenance" and 
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function r is .81. By examining the loading pattern, the functions 

can be described as: 

Function Label 
I Maintenance/Weathering 

II 

III 
IV 

Appearance/Status 

Dent Resistance 
Application/Economy 

Attributes Loading on Function 
Easy/Fast Maintenance , 
Weather Resistance 
Appearance , 
High Status/Quality Image 
Resistance to Impacts/Dents 
Application Ease, Competitive Price 

The group centroids (mean discriminant scores) for each material 

as well as mean ideal points for four home prices are reported in 

Table 4. Because discriminant scores. are standardized, group centroids 

are interpreted to be the number of standard deviations for each 

product from the average of all products on each function (Hair et ale 

1987) • 

The four-dimensional perceptual map was constructed by plotting 

group centroids and ideal points on th~ discriminating dimensions 

(Figure 2). The first two functions (Fig. 2a) account for most (61%) 

of the variance in product ratings. Functions III and IV (Fig. 2b) 

account for 28% of the variation. This relationship can be visualized 

by comparing the difference in product dispersion between Figures 2a 

and 2b. 

The validity of an MDA solution is dete~ned by its predictive 

capacity. The predictive capacity should be determined using a 

holdout sample, and Hair et ale (1987) suggests the classification 

accuracy of the holdout sample should be at least 25% greater than 

that achieved by chance. The classification accuracy (hit ratio) of 

this model was 59%, substantially exceeding the maximum chance 
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criterion of 15%. The discriminant model is therefore valid. 

Discussion 

Figure 2 can be used to evaluate the various products. Distance 

between two products may be ~oose1y interpreted as measures of 

perceived substitutability of each product for any other. Though the 

eventual decision must necessarily be judgemental, the perceptual map 

facilitates that judgement (Day et a1. 1979). Further, the closer a 

product is to an ideal point, the larger its market share should be. 

Wood Composites 

Hardboard, plywood, vinyl and aluminum occupy the negative half of 

the appearance/status dimension (Fig. 2a) and the positive half of the 

application/economy dimension (Fig. 2b). Builders feel these products 

are economical to apply but lack a status image, and thus are most 

competitive in the lower home-price ranges. 

What is the competitive advantage of the wood composite products? 

Plywood and hardboard occupy the undesirable negative-negative 

position in Figure 2a. Vinyl and aluminum both occupy a position much 

closer to the ideal points, and their mean scores on both dimensions 

are higher. Vinyl's score in the appearance/status dimension was 

higher than hardboard and plywood in all four builder categories, and 

in every region except the West. 

The competitive strengths of the wood composites appears to be 

application economy and dent resistance (Fig. 2b). Hardboard's only 
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perceived advantage is dent resistance. The location of ideal points 

indicate this advantage isn't important, at least not to the average 

respondent. Plywood shares hardboard's dent resistance advantage and 

is additionally perceived as being faster/easier to apply. This 

differentiation is minor, though consumers placing a higher value on 

application/economy than the other dimensions should prefer plywood. 

The relative clustering of vinyl, hardboard, plywood, and the 

lower-range ideal points in Figure 2b indicates these products are 

undifferentiated in ter.ms of both application/economy and dent 

resistance. In considering the total model, the closeness of vinyl, 

hardboard, and plywood indicates they are substitutes. Vinyl's 

position relative to the ideal points is more favorable than the wood 

composites (and aluminum), and thus should be considered a serious 

threat to wood composite's market share. While this is true of both 

hardboard and plywood, vinyl's position relative to hardboard, and 

hardboard's lack of competitive advantage, should be particularly 

alar.ming to hardboard producers. 

Solid Wood 

The solid wood sidings fell together into their own niche (Fig 

2a). Their competitive strength (and only positive score) rests on 

the most intangible dimension of the four: beautiful appearance and a 

high-status image. Cedar sidings rated the highest of all seven 

products in this dimension. Consumers also perceived the cedar 

sidings to be easier to maintain and more weather resistant than pine, 
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though perhaps not to the degree expected. 

Brick, an important competitor for solid wood sidings in the 

higher home price ranges, is the lone occupant of the most desirable 

quadrant (Fig. 2a). Brick is perceived as having a beautiful 

appearance/high-status image, yet is easy to maintain and weather 

resistant. Brick's disadvantage is its low position on the 

application/economy dimension (Fig. 2b). 

Marcin (1987) predicted that wood use for exterior siding is 

expected to increase moderately because of the high labor cost of 

brickwork and home buyers affection for wood's natural appearance. His 

prediction is reinforced by our model. Solid wood sidings, 

particulatly cedar, appear to hold a niche for those seeking a 

high-status, quality image over easy maintenance, and remain 

competitive against brick because of brick's weak rating on 

application/economy. 

Pine is not as free from competitive forces as cedar. The ideal 

points for the mid-price homes are located between pine, and vinyl and 

aluminum. Which product is used is determined by which dimension the 

individual consumer places a higher value on. 

While vinyl's position doesn't indicate much of a threat to solid 

wood today, the competitive situation is far from stable. As products 

are repositioned through product changes or promotional campaigns, the 

threat of substitution changes. Products repositioned towards the 

upper right quadrant of Figure 2a should enjoy increased competitive 

advantages and increased market shares. If vinyl manufacturers 
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successfully repositioned vinyl in the appearance/status dimension, 

vinyl's threat to solid wood, particularly pine, would increase. 

User/Non-User Variations 

Product positions change not only in time, but among market 

segments. While the model presented in this paper is based on all 

regions and types of builders, a separate model could be constructed 

for specific segments to facilitate market segmentation strategies. 

Though separate models are beyond the scope of this paper, variations 

in product positions between users and non-users of each product are 

explored to enhance interpretation and usefulness of our model. 

For each product, respondents were classified as users or 

non-users (Table 2), and average discriminant scores were calculated 

for each group for each product. These user group scores, which can 

be considered a range around the product positions in the model, are 

displayed in Figure 3. For each product, the "users" are represented 

by the more favorable location. 

The variation between user groups is small for plywood, brick, and 

solid wood sidings. Solid wood variation was so mdnute, only means 

are plotted in Fig. 3b. The position of these products is stable, and 

thus repositioning could be difficult (i.e. more expensive) • 

Hardboard and vinyl have unstable positions. Wide discrepancies 

exist in both the maintenance/weathering and appearance/status 

dimensions, though the difference was not enough to remove hardboard 

from the undesirable quadrant (Fig. 3a). While vinyl users and 
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non-users agreed in terms of vinyl's superior maintenance/weathering 

characteristics, there was extreme discrepancy in both the 

appearance/status and dent resistance dimensions. Users placed vinyl 

alongside the wood composites in Figure 3b and a1most into the 

desirable quadrant in Figure 3a. Aluminum also showed a wide 

discrepancy in the appearance/status dimension, though its negative 

dent resistance image remained the same. 

These discrepancies between users and non-users might indicate 

misconceptions exist about these products in these dimensions. 

Manufacturers attempting to expand their customer base might develop 

marketing strategies aimed at correcting these imbalances. If user 

positions represent potential positions, vinyl's potential should 

again cause concern for manufacturers of all wood sidings, though 

particularly wood composites. 

Strategic Alternatives 

To this point, the model has been used as a diagnostic tool rather 

than a strategic one. After diagnosing the competitive position of 

wood products, perceptual maps can be used to guide new product and 

promotional strategies. While discussion of all possible 

repositioning strategies for each product is not possible, general 

guidelines can be suggested. Manufacturers of wood-based siding 

products (or industry associations) have several strategies available 

in terms of promotional message strategy (Ray 1982) • 

One positioning strategy involves increasing the salience of a 
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dimension which the fir.m's product rates well on. This strategy 

attempts to reposition ideal points instead of products. For the wood 

composite products, this strategy would involve repositioning the 

ideal points for the application/economy dimension further away from 

the center. The message could emphasize the fttime is moneyft theme. 

Another strategy involves changing the perception of a product on 

an attribute to reposition the product itself. The objective is to 

provide a better ftfitft between the ideal point and the product. While 

marketers should never attempt this strategy if the product does not 

posses an adequate quantity of the attribute in question, this 

strategy is ideal when misconceptions about the product may exist, as 

explored in Figure 3. If the product lacks the attribute, 

repositioning through new product development might be possible. 

wood grained patterns on vinyl and alterations designed to increase 

application speed are past examples of this strategy. 

A third strategy is altering the perceptions of competing 

products. This technique involves boosting the position of the fi~'s 

product while pointing out the fallibility of competitive claims. 

This technique must be used carefully, as the campaign can often 

boomerang by giving support to competitive products (Ray 1982) • 

A final strategy is adding characteristics to those considered in 

the model. Through marketing co~cations, a firm can make 

consumers aware of an attribute that has previously not been 

considered salient or may not even have existed. This type of 

strategy is most often attempted when a product is at the mature 
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stages of its life cycle, and is frequently combined with actual 

product modifications. 

Summary/Conclusions 

The forest products industry cannot iqnore the powerful 

competitive force of substitute products. The threat of non-wood 

materials can be eyaluated by analyzing consumer perceptions of wood 

products vis-a-vis competing materials. A graphical representation of 

consumer perceptions (perceptual map) was used to evaluate the 

competitiveness of wood products in the residential siding market. 

All wood siding products were perceived negatively in the 

maintenance dimension, which consisted of "low/easy maintenance" and 

"weather resistant/long life." Solid wood and wood composites were 

differentiated by the appearance/status dimension, which includes 

"beautiful appearance" and "high status, quality image." Ideal point 

locations indicate that solid wood sidings compete with brick in the 

upper home prices while hardboard and plywood compete with vinyl and 

aluminum in the lower price market. The mid-price range is less 

defined, with all products competing with each other. 

Considering all four perceptual dimensions, vinyl siding poses a 

considerable threat to hardboard and plywood sidings. Hardboard in 

particular appears to be threatened, as its only advantage (dent 

resistance) doesn't appear to be a deter.minant factor in consumer's 

ideal points. Solid wood occupies a special niche in the 

appearance/status dimension and is competitive with brick because of 
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brick's low score in the application/economy dimension. However, 

product positions change over time, and if vinyl siding was 

successfully repositioned higher on the appearance/status dimension 

the threat to the solid wood sidings, especially pine and spruce, 

would become greater. 

The perceptions of most products varied little between users and 

non-users, with the' exception of hardboard, vinyl, and aluminum. 

These three products had wide dispersion in the appearance/status 

dimension. Users also had more favorable perceptions of hardboard's 

maintenance and vinyl's dent resistance. Manufactures attempting to 

open up new markets might concentrate their promotion and new product 

strategies on these possible non-user misconceptions. 

The product map is a valuable tool for diagnosing the underlying 

factors of the market and for.mulatinq positioning strategies as well. 

A constant decision faced by wood products fi~ and associations is 

how to efficiently allocate limited promotional resources. The 

results of this study provide managers with consumer based info~tion 

to assist in promotional decisions, as well as decisions related to 

new product development. 

The techniques used in this study can be used to evaluate the 

threat of substitute materials in other end use markets for wood. 

Additionally, the techniques can be applied within a product class to 

evaluate consumer perceptions of competing brands. 
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Table 1. Siding Products and Product Attributes Included in the 
Study. 

Siding Products 

Hardboard 
Plywood 
Vinyl 
Aluminum 
Brick 
Pine/Spruce Solid Wood 
Cedar/Redwood Solid Wood 
Variety in Textures/Profiles 
Fade Resistance 
Dimensional/Shape Stability 
High Status/Quality Image 

Product Attributes 

Competitive Price 
Low/Easy Maintenance 
Fast/Easy Application 
Resistance to ~acts/Dents 
Beautiful Appearance 
Weather Resistant/Long Life 
wide Color Selection 
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Table 2. Percent of respondents using each product in the twelve 
months preceeding the survey_ 1 

------------Percent in "Users" Group------------

Products Single Multi- Siding R , Remodel 
lZ§s=g [iilm~l:Y: Famil~ ~~nt,:s"t~.:§ ~~1lt':i"t~.:§ :t2tiJ. 
Hardboard 32% 51% 4% 42% 32% 
Plywood 36% 35% 7% 45% 33% 
Vinyl 38% 38% 95% 75% 60% 
Aluminum 24% 23% 64% 49% 39% 
Brick 56% 59% 6% 39% 41% 
All Solid Wood ~ JJ.! -1! ~ .ill. 

f Respondents: 122 80 84 107 393 
t Blank Responses: 8 1 2 2 13 
Total Responses2 130 81 86 109 406 

1 To deter.mine percent of non-users, subtract percentages given in the 
table from 100%. 

2 Six of the 412 total responses were non-residential contractors. 
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Tab~e 3. Corre~ations (~oadings) between siding attributes and 
discriminant dimensions (functions). 

Rotated Loadings 

Func. Func. Func. 
Attributes I II III 

Low Easy Maintenance .81 .07 .07 
Weather Resistant/Long Life .67 .43 .OS 

Beautifu~ Appearance .02 .83 .04 
Hiqh Status/Qua~ity ~ge .27 .76 .10 

Resistance to Impacts/Dents .09 .12 .95 

Fast/Easy App~ication .10 .06 .06 
Competitive Price .19 -.10 .16 

Fade Resistance .27 .08 .24 
Wide Co~or Selection .07 .06 -.01 
Variety in Textures/Profile .07 .17 .09 
Dimensional Stabi~ity .OS .14 .04 

Func. 
IV 

.10 

.1S 

.02 
-.04 

.12 

.93 

.22 

-.08 
.05 

-.02 
.10 
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Table 4. Average Discriminant Scores (Group Centroids) for Siding 
Products and Ideal Points. 

Discrtminant Functions 

(I) (II) (III) (XV) 
Maintenance/ Appearance/ Dent Application/ 
Weathering Status Image Resistance Egonpmy 

~;i;~mt ~J;;ggllgt~ 
Hardboard -1.1 -1.1 0.3 0.3 
Plywood -1.2 -1.0 0.3 0.8 
Vinyl 1.1 -0.5 0.0 0.4 
Aluminum 0.9 -0.5 -1.6 0.3 
Brick 1.4 1.2 1.0 -1.3 
Solid Pine/Spruce -0.9 0.7 0.0 -0.3 
Solid Cedar/Redwood -0.4 1.4 -0.3 -0.1 

-----------------Ideal Points--------------------
Home ~,~gl BADse§ 
1. Under $70,000 0.5 -0.3 0.2 0.5 
2. $70,000-100,000 0.7 0.2 0.0 0.2 
3. $10Q,000-150,000 0.7 0.8 0.3 -0.2 
4. Over $500,000 0.9 1.2 0.6 -0.7 
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.. Northeast _ South ID1~~t?m North Central D Weat 

Figure 1. Number of Respondents by Builder Type and Four u. s. Census 
Reg-ions. 
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Figure 2. Consumer Perceptions of Siding Products and Ideal Points 
Portrayed on Four Discriminating Dimensions. Ideal Points 
are Indicated by the Connected Numbers 1-4 and Relate to 
Preferences for New Homes Priced (1) < $70,000; (2) $70,000 
-100,000; (3) $100,000-150,000 and (4) $150,000-$200,000. 
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Figure 3. variations in Product positions Between Users and Non-User& 
of Each Product, With Users Represented by the More 
Favorable Position (only means plotted for pine and cedar 
in WBW because of small variation). 
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Professional building contractors throughout the u.s. were 

surveyed to gain an understanding of the basic competitive structure 

of the residential siding market. To ensure representation from the 

various siding markets, contractors surveyed included single and 

multi-family home builders, siding contractors, and repair and 

remoqeling contractors. 

Builders' perceptions were used to evaluate the threat that 

non-wood products pose to solid wood, hardboard, and plywood sidings. 

Perceptual mapping, a consumer-based modeling technique borrowed from 

consumer-related fields, was used to communicate and display product 

positions. Deter.minant attriQute analysis was used to evaluate the 
.' 

relative importance of various siding attributes to the different 

types of consumers. Product preference by home price was also 

measured. 

Solid wood competes with brick and stucco in the upper home prices 

while hardboard, plywood, vinyl, and aluminum compete with each other 

in the lower home prices. The product-market in the mdd-price range 

is less defined, with all products competing with each other. 

Over 400 builders rated seven siding products on eleven 

attributes. Four characteristics accounted for the major differences 

among the products. The four fundamental characteristics were 

labelled: MAINTENANCE/WEATHE~NG ("low/easy maintenance" and ·weather 

resistant/long life"), APPEARANCE/STATUS ("beautiful appearance· and 
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"high status/quality image"), DENT RESISTANCE ("Resistance to 

Impact/Dents"), and APPLICATION/ECONOMY, which includes how easy/fast 

the product is to apply as well as the material's price 

competitiveness. The first two were the most important of the four. 

Builders had negative perceptions of all the wood-based siding 

products in terms of maintenance/weathering. Solid wood was , 

differentiated from the wood composites (hardboard and plywood) by 

appearance/status: solid wood was perceived positively, composites 

negatively. 

Solid wood, particularly cedar/redwood, holds a niche for those 

seeking a high-status image over easy maintenance, and remains 

competitive against brick because of brick's weak rating in 

application/economy. Solid wood is most competitive in the single and 

multi-family groups and in the Northeast and Western regions. Solid 

wood was least competitive in the South, where brick's disadvantage 

was minimal. 

Solid wood is relatively free from the threat of substitute 

products at present, however, if vinyl manufacturers successfully 

repositioned their product in ter.ms of appearance/status the threat to 

solid wood, especially pine/spruce, would be much greater. Such 

repositioning may be feasible, considering both the subjective nature 

of appearance/status (i.e., vinyl could become more accepted in time) 

and the variability of vinyl's ratings (vinyl users rated it much more 

favorably than non-users) • 
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Hardboard and plywood were rated favorably in te~ of dent 

resistance and application/economy. Plywood was perceived as being 

slightly easier/faster to apply than hardboard. Though the composites 

were perceived favorably in these two dimensions, this does not 

represent a competitive advantage vinyl was positioned close to the 

composites. Considering the product positions on all four 

differentiating characteristics, vinyl occupies the most favorable 

position and should be considered a serious threat to wood composites. 

Wood composites are most competitive among multi-family builders, 

the group with the highest deter.minance rating for "competitive 

price." Though multi-family builders used a higher percent of 

hardboard than any other group, over a third of the multi-family 

builders used some vinyl during the year preceeding the survey_ 

Westerners rated wood composites (particularly hardboard) more 

favorably and vinyl more negatively than any other region and thus 

represent wood composite's most competitive region. Wood composites 

are also competitive in the South, but only in lower priced homes 

(under $70,000). The Northeast rated the wood composites negatively, 

and preference data indicates Northeasterners prefer vinyl over wood 

composites for lower priced homes. 

Deter.minant attribute analysis was used to evaluate 23 attributes 

to determine which attributes play the greatest role in determining 

builder's product choice. A "determinant" attribute is one which is 

rated high in importance yet also is perceived to differ greatly among 

the competing products (i.e., an attribute high in importance is not a 
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dete~nant factor in buying decisions if competing products are 

perceived to be equal with regard to the attribute) . 

Overall, the attributes playing the greatest role in dete~ing 

product choice were appearance, high status/quality image, and weather 

resistance. Four other attributes were significantly greater than the 

average score: low/easy maintenance, dent resistance, competitive 

price, and structural strength. Attributes low in deter.minance 

included manufacturer service, variety attributes (color, 

texture/profile, and size variety), and a -natural- material. 

Significant differences in attributes occurred among the four 

builder segments. Single and multi-family home builders differed from 

the siding and remodeling contractors by having higher deter.minance 

for price and lower dete~nance for manufacturer and retailer 

service. Siding and remodeling contractors were the opposite, having 

higher dete~nance for the service attributes and lower deter.minance 

for price. The segments differing the most were the single-family 

builders and siding contractors. High-status image, a -natural

material, and paint-holding ability were all higher in dete~ance 

for single-family respondents while warranty, ease of repair, and 

service were higher for siding contractors. 

Regional differences were greatest within the single-family group 

and lowest within the siding contractors, though overall regional 

differences in attribute dete~nance were limited. Significant 

regional differences within the single-family group were found in dent 

resistance, natural material, and fade resistance. 
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OPPO~TZBS FOR roRTBBR RBSBARCB 

The author suggests the following future research projects: 

1. This study was essentially exploratory in nature, considering that 
all regions and builder types were included. Marketers interested 
in a specific region or builder type could focus a perceptional 
study on the target segment. By using only the attributes ranking 
high in deter.minance in this study, the research instrument could 
remain one page long, greatly increasing response rates. 

2. Manufacturers of a specific product should use the techniques 
presented in this study to evaluate the market within their 
product class. In other words, a fir.m like Masonite should 
evaluate perceptions of their hardboard products compared to 
competing manufacturers. 

3. While evaluating perceptions of DIY consumers seems like a logical 
extension of this research, installing siding is not considered a 
DIY activity. A study on homebuyers could be done, however. A 
problem with this is that siding is only a small part of the 
product (home). This presents an interesting question: is the 
type of siding on a home important to homebuyers? 



Objective 

APPBN.DDC A 

Bzp1oratory Survey and Reau1ta 

The objective of the exploratory survey was to explore which 

attributes professionals feel are important in order to ensure the 

attributes chosen for the study are relevant, in addition to ensuring 

that no important attributes are overlooked. 

Sample 

The one-page exploratory survey was mailed to 163 professional 

contractors on August 3, 1987. The sample frame consisted of 

respondents to a previous study conducted by our department. A total 

of 38 questionnaires were returned. The sample consisted of 

repair/remodeling contractors (49%), single-family home builders 

(34%), non-residential building contractors (11%) and multi-family 

contractors (6%) from all four census regions. The range of products 

used by respondents was extremely varied, resulting in an excellent 

cross-section of experienced contractors. 
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Summary 

The attributes with the most total mentions in the exploratory 

survey's open-ended questions (questions 5-11) should be those the 

contractors feel are most important and/or different. The list of all 

attributes mentioned, with the total number of mentions each, is 

presented below. This list was used to guide development of the 

study's main questionnaire. 

General Appearance 
Maintenance Level/Ease 
Application Ease/Speed 
Price 
Weather Resistance/Long Life 
Color Selection 
Variety Texture/Profile/Size 
Hardness/Dent Resistance 
Durability 
Resistance to Fading 
Sag/Dimensional Stability 

Mystique/Natural/Status 
Availability 
Stainable/Paintable 
Ther.mal Insulation 
Structural Strength/Rigidity 
Warranty/Guarantee 
Ease of Repair 
Holds Caulking 
Mildew/Mold Free 
Color All Through 
Insect/Wood Peekers 
Unifo~ Quality Within Product 
Cedar Weathering Nice 
Poor Trim Materials (Vinyl) 
Fire Resistance 
Feel to Touch 

78 
72 (59/13) 
64 (54/10) 
58 
41 
26 
25 
23 (5/18) 
22 
20 
19 (sag/buckle - 10, dim. 

stab. - 5) 

14 
13 
12 
11 

(aluminum "noises" -4) 

9 ("Use as Sheathing") 
8 
5 
4 
4 
4 
3 
2 
2 
2 
1 
1 
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COllEGE OF AGRICULTURE AND UFE SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

SCHOOl. OF FORESTRY AND WILDUFE RESOURCES (70') 96),"1111 
DEPARTMENT OF FOREST PRODUCTS, 210 CHEATHAM HAll (70') 961·~mO 

August 3, 1987 

Dear Professional Contractor/Re.odeler: 

Last spring you co.pleted a survey for a study conducted by this ~t 
on CCA Pressure-Treated lUllber. We would like to take this tiJle to thank 
you for your response aDd let you know that BrraDgelients were .ade to send 
you the pressure-treated lllllber inforwation you requested. If you don't 
recei.e thia info~tiOil in the next several weeks, please don't hesitate 
to contact us. 

Our depar1:lleDt is currently involved in aaotber atudy deaigDed to enable 
.. ufacturera of building _teriala to better Met the needs of 
professionals like youraelf. The focus of this study is residential aiding 
products. We are interested. in knowing what characteristics of siding are 
II08t DportaDt to professionals like yourself. By "cbaracteristics" _ 
-.eaD attributes such .. le.el of .aiDteaance. resist8Dce to fading, price, 
how easy it is to install, ':"appearance, etc. These are just ex.-ples--we 
want to learn fro. l!!!! what really is Dportant when you decide which 
siding products to use. 

The enclosed questionnaire was designed to be easy aDd fut to fill out. 
Unlike other surveys, there are no personal queatioaa related to your 
revenues or coets-only open questions askin, for your opiniona aDd ideas. 
The questionnaire is only cme-page lon, with two additional questions on 
the back. We hope you will take a ..-t to cc.plete and return it in the 
postage-paid eo_lope provided. Your opiniOD, u a profesaional, is 
iIIportaDt to us! All anawera are strictlY confidential. . 

Th8D.ka once again for your cooperatiOD and help! 

Sincerely, 

~c.u'//~
Edward C. Sta~{~ 
Research AasistaDt 
Foreat Products Marketing 

Associate Profesaor 
Foreat Producta Marketing 

P.S. If you would like iDfo~tion OD iaatalling aDd _intainin, aiding 
products aent to you, just check the appropriate apace on the back of' 
the questionnaire and write your na.e aDd address on the back of the 
return euYelope. We will see that you let it. 

Inc. 
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'I •• lal •• O~17IC.IC lIIYI7.YI • 17.71 •• 1' ••• 171 
IIPA.7 ••• 7 or rOll17 PRODUCTI 

I.III.IYJAL IIllla .AtIII.LI It.ll 

",,1) PI ... ct.cIc the _ catepry .. lch lilt delcribes JOW" b1aiDe8. (cbeck OIIly .): 

() .., IDDVIJ.DD (SDmI FMIltT) 
() IIW IIIIIBVII.DIIl (MIB.TI-rMlU.l) 
() SDIIICI COIftIUC'I'OR 
() RlPAIR. RDIHW.IJC CON'IRAC'ftIR 
() JOHISlDIIft'W IUIUIIJIG ~ 

2) .... J'OU baqbt Dr' .... Mt .ldille ~ witbiD the ~t ,..., 

() lIS (PI ... CGIIIPlete tD. ~ 0' w. ......,.: ,... apiaiOll ia ~ to _0 
() II) (It ,.. ...... 11). pi_ ntarD W. ....., iD the Nt1II'D .... lope P"l"'idItcI (II) POI'rAGI IICISBUY) 

3) PI ... iDdicate tile t~ of pro,jec:t.s tJ.t. ,.. 
aDdertoak iD ta. ~t ,... wbic:h iJrfOl..t .idiDc. 
(CbedI: tIlL tluat IIPPh'): 

() IDIJLI rMaLT IISIDIII'l'UL COhiiiDCitl'l'lf 
() MlJLfI-FMlU.Y IISIDIIft'1lL COhi'l'lllm. 
() IIW JIlII-BSIDDTIAI. CiiMSliWtlCM 
() a-SDIJIIJ UISfIII1 ... 
() DPAIR or IIIS'fDI1 IDlE 
() COiiiiilJCl1:1011 or ADDmOll! () O!IIR! ________ _ 

... 4) Of the total _1_ or aidiJlc prodaets ,... fin ..cI 
iD tbe ~t 12 _tbe ... t pn'CODt would )'DU _tt-te 
~:WW of the follGwiDc ..t.eria1a? ('I'etIIl. 1oea): 

BAIDIOIID SDDIJ __ * 
PL'MXID mDIJ __ • 
,:om. aDDIJ __ * 
.AUIIJIIII aD_ __* 
lOUD .. SDDIJ __ * 
SIUIIISI[DImII __ * 
Ma~ __ * 
0'!IIIl Ml'I'IIIUL __ * 

'l'OU.L. 100 • 

.... • All IRfiDilD IN mill OPD1C1f or !II DIJIIIDr IDDIJ IU.'J'DULS 011 !II .....,.. PLUII .... 'I'D J'OLLOIfDB 
CIIIIII'fIa. IN j8 ID:Il DIfAII, jS 100 WDIl. 1fJ'l8 ..una __ '10 MIa. PI.IAII ~ IUCIl GIa'fICIf BlUlDJ.D8 or 1amI 

IIh@IIICI !UII 4, PABUCIIlM PIIlQIITl. me All cgrAIllJ,Y II) RICII'f (II !IIIIJ ..... 

1. ________________________ __ 4. ____________________________ __ 

2. __________________________ _ I. ____________________________ __ 

3. __________________________ ___ 6. __________________________ ~ __ 

DYER ~ 
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P 4 G I T • 0 

11) 1M(iae you COIIld .. lID •• idiac product which best _ta the .... IIIId requir-.ob of YOUI C!:!S'D!Ia!S. 
What aix c:banc:teriatica _ld tbi. _teri.l have that _lei "'e it .0 _tat_ciiac: 

1. __________________________ __ 4. ________________________________ _ 

2. 
5. _____________________________ __ 

3. ________________________ __ 6. ____________________________ _ 

rm LAST QUlSTIOlf IIPLOIIS '18) MAlIS 'III DlCISIOJf IllGAllDIIC WIlT 'nPI or SIDI'NG PllDDOO!' 'IOU 011. AS 'l'IlIS DlPlNDS 011 WHAT 
TIl smm IS UI'NG tISII! g. TIl cgm2N IS JI!QIIIf Il!1'O 1'IIBg p!HJSISj mAl' 4JISWIB J'QR tpillJS1S JOY .. 'IHILIAR WITH 

12) 1fbo JI!m!IIJ.l% .pecifl_""t type of aldlac 101:1 '-ld _ (i ••• ercbit.ect. ~. eD'~ . .,..If. etc.) in each 
of the followiDC ait_t~: 

JIBW SIJIWI-r.AMILY .. COIISTIIUeTIOfI: _______________________ _ 

MEW MDLTI-FNaLY aHlSliOOTION: _____________________________ _ 

D-smDD: _______________________________________________________ _ 

~BLI~: ______________________________________________ __ 

,.. 1'OU tIRf ImCB JDR lDIII CIUClPIRl!'Ia. D rn..L'mJ CJU! ftIS SUR9ft. 
PJ'.I.Ia .:!18 IT 'l'O • D ,. S'bII'D/_ II1U«Ift I'IIJfDID 

Q 11' }'flU ~d lin illf'.-..tiOll ~ .idhll pntIIt/uctll, pl __ t::b«:It tIM .ptK:e bel_.IIIII JIII11tf' JD(Il JIIIIE (}If fJIIf UC6 
OF DI'I' R6f'IIIII( III'f'GfJI'I (J!J!t ., W. ~ti-are). .. filiI! ... u.t 1"fI'II ,.t it. 
~! r • .u _ _ .trictb c.flllMttial. 
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APPBHDZX B 

Y%HClXNXA POLYTRCBN%C %NST%TUTB • STATB UN%VBRS%"rY 
RBSXDBNT%AL SZDZNO MATBRZALS STUDY 

1) ,1_ cbedc the _ catec0r7 Watch 1m 
o-cri~ JQUr' .... i.Mu (cbedc only .): 

() NIW IDIDUItDIR (SumI fAllltT) 
() IlIW IDIIItJILDIR (MULtI-rAMILY) 
() SIDING COII'IRAC1'OII 
() BlPAIR. IIIMODILDII ~ 
() NON-IISIDINTIAL BUIJ.DDIJ COIn'IlAC1'OR 
() BTAILIRI'ftI)LISAJ.IR 

2) Pl_ indicate the typea of project. that JOG 
andertook iD the JlMt year _1e1l iJrvolftd aidi.,. 
(Cbeck "* that 1IPP1y): 

() SIIIGLI FAMILY BSIDIIlTtAL COHSTJU:TIOII 
() MULTI-rANILY asmlNTIAL CONSTRUCtIOff 
() IIIIf lI)If-asIDlR'l'tAL .COHS1RU:TIOff 
() a-SIDING IIISTING IIICS 
() REPAIR OF nmING SIDINO 
( ) CONS'I'IIUC'l'ICII or ADDITIONS 

If TOO BAD ___ C!I 1II1II MY IDIJIJ pP!IJCIS !DBDf fBI pm ftAIL n,,? mr TO QlllS'Uai § 

3) Of the tot.l 901_ of .idill, pnduct. ,.... 
ti ... IIMid in the ,..t 12 MDtt.. whet per'CIIIIt 
wuld you _ti_te a.aieted of the foll_iq 
..... i.la? (fotal. 1_): 

IIAIDIOAIll ImDIJ __ a 
Pl.1WOOD sm:oc __ a 
VlIft'L SIIDG __ a AUlIIlQI SIDIIIa __ _ 

IOLID tICOD SIDna __ a 
ClDAR SRAIIS/SJIIJIJI.IS __ a 
mxx:o __ -IRICK __ _ 

01RIR MA'IDIAI. __ a 
!OrAL. 100 * 

4) If,.,.,. ti ... UMd ., SOLD !!OOD smlJl] witbill the 
,..t ,..... what pel'CBDt .auld you _t_t. a.aiated 
of the tollowi., epeei_? (totel. 100. SOLID tIOOD) 

PDm/IPII'UCI Iml. ___ a 
tIIS'I'I'IIII lID CIDAR ___ a 
~ _____ a 
0'l'IIIII (1'tBASI SPIICIrr): 

'lOBI. • 

___ a 

___ a 
___ a 

100 * 
5) _t ia ,.,.,. paeitian (Job title) witbin 

,.,.,. ti ... ? 
... S) In ... t at.te do you c:anduct tbe -.Jority Df ,.... 

tM.i .... ? (Pi .... _ only _): 
ftAft: ______________________ __ 

'7) If you _roe to ~trw:t a aill,le-f.ily a- in ...:h Df the toll_illl price ......... _1e1l aidiac .terialCe) 
wauld you prefer'!' P1 __ check tbe appropriate .pace(a) far !!St! .... price nap: 

lOUD ,., SOLID CIUIII CIIWl JIIMIIII ....... Pl. ..... tJIftL ~ JlI!g ~ JIg ~ IIII!III! 
)!!II PRICI .... 
tJader S'101t •••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
t701 -lOOK •••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
S1001 - lS01 •••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
$IS01 - 2001 •••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
S200 - 4001 ••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
ova MOOI •••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

.) Wbere do you pal"CllMe JOUr aid1 .. _tarial.' Far!llSla _tarial. pl .... dIeck the IIOIIII'C8 of the ~ of 
JOUr purcbaeea. (PI ... cbedI _1., gg; cbeck the l .. t col_ if,.,.,. fi ......... ~ the .t_i81): 

ux:AI. BTln. r.a-. .. 
U.!IIIR 'AB C'IIft'BR CllAI. 

HARDBOARD. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •• ( ) 
Pl.1IiIOOD. • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • .. • • • • ( ) 
,DITt ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
jUMIlftM .......................... ( ) 

. SOLID PllCE/SPRUCI ................. ( ) 
SOLlD ClDARIJIIDWDOI............... ( ) 
IRICK ............................. ( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

• 
Dr.:r nDI 
MAlftJl'AC'ftWI 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

I .,. 
~ 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) -
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9) .. do ... • t tile aidi ... producte Ate ia t ... ., eec:h attribute? For -=I! product. indtc:ete whether the product 
' .......... tllat .ttribut. to • Ilea DIGIIII (4). CClBJDIIRAILI DBGRD (3), LIHI'nD DICBI (2). or NOT AT It.l.L (U. 
JII'JWIII ~1r:.f" .. lfJI/ n:JlI, MOfIJ' II!Jl SDlDIIJ I'IDIfJCr 81AIII/.I1S8 D#' ~ 1rJt1IUW DPIl/lBIIIl2 IfIJfI JBI' I'R1IIIZ:.T 
,. .. -,..,. fIIJWd- J • ....,."t! NOTE: "-- the IIIOOD PRODUCTS have been PROPIILY FINISHBJ). 

_ PIIIIIIIIC! ........ 1IIIJI .l'ftllDU'llr to &: JDr LDIDID CClBDa.IIIJ.Z m_ 
III ALl. ... ... --....... illtlfI PlICI: 1 .I I ! 

~ SidiaC •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
PI,... Sidial .................................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

'111)'1 Sid1 ....................................... C ) ( ) . ( ) ( ) 
,,1_'- .ldial •••••••••••••••..•••••••. 0 0 •••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Irick •••••••••••••••••• 0 ...................... o. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Solid "-/Spruce 81dia1 •••••••••••••••••••••••• C ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Solid CedIIr/lllclJNlDod Sidi ......................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

... LO!!/IAST !IUJ!'I'INP: ........ ........... -............................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
PI,... .......................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

'u.l ............................................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
&l..u.- ....................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Irick ........................................... C ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Solid Pi.DItISPnIce ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) C ) ( ) 
Solid CedIr.,...... ............................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

... '-lUI! Am.lCATP!: 
~ ................... ., .......................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
PI,... ................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

'u.l "' .......................... to .................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
AI .... ....................................................... C } ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Irick ........................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Solid PiM/S,.".. ............................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Solid Cedar /JIardIIIDod. ............................ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

... 111111l1li m _jQDJIIDIIS: 
IIar60wd .................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
PI,... ................................................................... ( ) C ) ( ) ( ) 
9111)'1 ......... « ........................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Ai.l_ ....................................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Irick •••••• ~ .................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Solid Pi_/SpI'1lCll ............................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( } 
Solid Cedar/lladlllood ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

... IIAmlQJ, APPIAIWgj ............. ................................................ ,. .......... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
PI,... ........................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

'u.l ................................................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 11 __ .................................................. ., . ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Irick •••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Iol1d PiDa~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Solicl CedIIr~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

"'!lA1III 1IIIUB'!'JUIIJ LlII: 
Ier60erd ., ................................................ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
PI,... .......................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

'tar1 ............................... "' ........ o$ ........ ( ) ( ) C ) ( ) 
Ai_I_ .............................................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Irick ........................... « ........................... ( ) ( ) { } ( ) 
Solid PiMI~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

Solld CedIIr~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

... !IJJI eoJ.QI IIJ.IC'I'I.: ......... ............................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
PI,... ....... "' ........ "' ................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

'iDJ'1 ................................................ ( 1 ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Al-u- ............................................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Irick ................................................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1o11d Pl8e/Sp1-uca ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Selid CedIIr~ •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) f ) ( ) ( ) -
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~ ...u:r ........ tBlI &TI!IJIIJ!I '10 &: IIJI' LDII'JD CDlBDmlMI.I II. 
&'I AU. ... ..... ... 

~ 1.1m II ftI'l'URISmmrtJJt: 1 I ~ ! 
~ .................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
PI,..... ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.••.••••••.• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Yi..,.1 .......................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) AI __ ............................................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Irick ......... ., .............. " .............................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Solid Piae/Sprucle ................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
loUd CecW/ ........... ......................................... .. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

~ bII IIIlIta&'l: 
IIiardboIII"d ............................................ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
P1,..... •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
91..,.1 ............................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
11 __ •••••••••••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Irick .................................................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
1o1id Pw/Ipruce ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Solid Cectar~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

~ RDIlIISIOMIJIBAPIr DAillelDi 
Iiu'dboarcl ............... ,," .............................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
PIJ"11OOd ........... " ............................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
yu.l .................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
AI_,- ................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Brick ......................................... " ................ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
101id Pi~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Solid c.dIIr/8adMood ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

~ 11GB D&'I!IJaUALl'I'f DUalj ... ~ ..................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
PI,..... ..................................... "' ................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Vi."l ............................................................ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
AI ....... .......................................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Irick ................... " .......................................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Solid Pw/Sprllce ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
Solid CedIIr/ledlfoad ............................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

lO} ... decidiDC what a1d1.., to ..... WIlt product attriiMat_ do )'au 1.1 .... the _t hIport.t? (Pi .... .... 
!!!!SIt c:benct.eriatic GIl • acal. 01 1 :: or ID :lltftWrAII:I to 5 '" ClJ'fJCAL by c:badciac the gg lIPPI'OPri-te .... ): 

arID .. IJ'l"IU waY 
~ MaB-=S JMIItIft'MI' IIINftIIIr CIIl'I'1CIL lnmms 1 I J ! I 

COJIIITITIYI PRJeI •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
LOWIlASY MAIII'I'IIIANCI ••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
FAST/IASl' APPLICATION ••••••• o •• 0 •••• 0 •••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
IISISTAJICI TO lJItAC'l"S/DDIS ••••• o •••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
IEAU'I'IJ'UL APPIAIIAIIICI ••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

WiATIIIR RESISTANT/LOtIO LIft •••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
WIDE COLOR SILICTlON ........................ ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
"WEn 1M TllTl.lRESJPII)FILIS ••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
FADE IISISTAJICI •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
DttEllSlONWSJIAPI STAlILm •••••••••••••••• ( ) I ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

RICH STA'l'USIQUALITY BIAGI •••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
A'AILAllLm ............................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
HOLDS STAINS/PAINTS •••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
TIIIi1IIAL I)lSULATION ••••••••• ~ •••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
STRUC"J'IJIIAL STIIIIG'lII/IlIGID ITY ••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

IfI.IIAIII'IT 1GUAIIAIft'II ••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
lAST TO REPAIR ............................. ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
MDLDIMItDlW IISISTANCI ••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
J1RI IISISTAHCI •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
'dIm III "AILAlI.E SIZES ••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

SERVICE I'IOM MANUFACTUIIR •••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
SERVICE I'IOM MJOLISALD/R!TAII.II ••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 

""j "NA'ftIIA1." Ml'I'IJIIAl.. •••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) 
ra:IIUCT 1M , ~ ....................... ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) -
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11) ....... 1......::1 do)'all f_l t ...... i ..... ,. lUX. M'lDlAU iD .-Uaa 1. in..a or t __ .ttribut._? 
(.1_ c:t.dl tile !III .,.. wh1ch blMt ~,.. to,.... apiai .... for gg aUribut.): 

'filii' 
IDII'IM 

61'ftlI1V1'1S 1 
ClJlllll'fITIYI PlICI •••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
tIIII /lAST MAIJITIIIAJIC'I: ••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
rl!JSTfIj6.Y APPtlCATIOll •••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
IISISTANCI 10 ~ACTS/DIR!S •••••••••••••••• ( ) 
IlAU'frruL ~ ....................... ( ) 

WB.&TIIIR JlSIST_/UIIIJ LIn •••••••••••••••• ( ) 
WIUI COIDR Ul.lCTIOI ••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
VARIft!' IJf TIJ'1'DIIISIPJI)FlUlS ••••••••••••••• ( ) 
rADa JlSISTAIICI ••••• : •••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
D ... IOIIIALISIAPI STAlILITr •••••••••••••••• ( ) 

IICII STATllBlQIUALIft JMAOI •••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
"AI .... ILm ................................ ( ) 
.. LIS STAIJIS/PAIIft'S •••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
1'BIIIIAL IJIIULATIOII •••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
S'l'III:1'UIAL STlllJllJTlllRIG IDIT'r ••••••••••••••• ( ) 

WAIIIIIITY /GUI.IUIft'II ......................... ( ) 
lAST 10 _ADl ............................. ( ) 
MDLD/MItDIW IISISTAICI ••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
rIB IISISTAII:I •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
fAllJll'1"l' DI A'AIWtl SIZII ••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

IDYtCl ..... MANUl'AO'ftJIIIl •••••••••••••••••• ( ) 
Slll9'ICI ..... IIIDLllAtlRlllTAIJ.II!. ••••••••••• ( ) 
A "RATIIIAt- .'llRlAL ••••••••••••••••••••••• ( ) 

12) '1 ... _t_t. ,... firw'. total ........ 
for I.,. PI ... cIaec::Ir _ ... iy. 

( ) t.ISI 'J'IIAI( $lOO, 000 
( ) '100,000 10 S5OO,ooo 
( ) 1500.000 10 II MILLIOI 
( ) II MIWOI 10 $5 MILLION 
( ) $5 MtLLIOII 10 110 MILLION 
( ) OYIR $10 MIWON 

14) ... _idIia whic:b .idinc _tariat to .. io ,... 
fb'.' ... rat __ t.l COMtl'UCtiaa project8? 
'1 ... _t_t. baw oft. (*) tlli. deci.ion ia 
__ by Mc:b 01 tile follaw1., ,......: 

( ) I RAft II) JlllllIIIICI I. .. COIIS'I'IU:TIOI 
...... SPlCIFIIS __ _ 
.III:BI'l'IfCT SPlCtFIIS __ _ 

IUtLDII SPlCtrIIS __ " DIYIUIPIR SPlCtnBS __ _ 

10TAL = 100 , 

'filii' 
IDIIUII DU'rIBIft' DII'FDIIft' 

i J ! 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( 1 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 
( ) ( ) ( ) 

13) .. ~ dwell 1111 WIltS will J'OIII' fira build in 1981? 
Pl_ cbeck gg tor Jg buUdial catecorT: 

-or Ollft 
1lOIII 
1 - 10 

11-25 
26 - 100 

101 - 500 
ova 500 

SJlID.I 
rMIILY 

DllTICBD 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

'laM' 
Jm!g 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

Jlll.TI
rMIL' 
~ 

( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 
( ) 

16) _t 1. the ....... price of the ..... J"DUI' 
filii bun.? CMdc aab mil: 

( ) Jo .... auill 
( ) Under ..,0. OOC 
( ) ..,0,000 TO $100,000 
( ) 1)00.000 TO 1150,000 
( ) SI50.000 TO S2OO.ooo 
( ) $200,000 '10 $400.000 
( ) OVER t4OO,ooo 

'I'Ua 1'OQ ...,. MUCII JaR 1UIII CXXII'DlTIOII D nLLDII our TIID IIIIIIIT. 
PLUII ...,. rr 10 • D ,. 11' __ /JI"'P""D ~ ,." ... 

Q 11 1'0lIl fIOIIld lilte ,,..,, in'D~tion ,..,..,-din, _Jdlll' producu, pl_C't ch«:It tbe _pece bel(J/(/tf Me I'III/If' ,.". .,. till 
JB'lIIJCIl 01' ,. ..,." IIIIFBUJII6 (II!!!. l1li tbi_ .,..tiOlllllliN). MIt will _ tIMt 7fIU IfIt it. 
AJ.l, '-UIS AlII SfflImr ctJIIFr.",.lAL! 
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APPBRDIX C 
Cover Letters Used 

(Pre-test Cover Letter) 

COUEGE OF AGRICULnJn AND un SCENa5 

VIRGINIA POL YTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

BI4&vb.rg. Vi"gi,.ia 24061 

DEPARTMENT OF FOREST PRODUcrs 

September 2, 1987 

Dear Professional Hc:.ebuilder/Reaodel.er: 

Will JOU do us a favor? 

We are COftducti.Da a natiomride IIUl"YeY IUIII01lI professicmaJ.a in the 
ballJeb.d.l.dina/:reIIIOdel:ing industries. 'lbe p.n-pose of thia research ia to 
find out the opiniODB and. needs of professionals like ",u:rself CII'l the 
advantaaes and. diaadvantaaes of usinlt various aid.i.rC -.teriala in 
residential oonatructiCll'l. Your answers will enable amufacturera to better 
meet the needs that JOU, the professional, require in aic::li.D« proc::lu::rta. 

Your firm appea.red. in a scientifically selected. J."ImdaIt Blllllple. 'lberefore, 
)'OUr response to the eDcloaed BUJ:"YeY ia of key iIaportanoe to the aoauJ:"807 
and suooesa of our research, whether or not ,-our firm ia a uaer of ODe or 
more of the materials described. 

We ask that the survey be ccmpleted. by a per8CII'l in )'OUr firm that ia the 
IDOBt involved in decisions related to aidinl. It will take OIll.y a short 
tillle to answer the siJIIple questions on the enclosed SUJ"YeY and. to return it 
in the poataae-paid return envelope. Of course all answers are 
ocntidential and will ooly be used in CCIIbinatiCll'l with those of other 
professionals f1"Clll allover the U.8. 

If you are interested in recei viDa inforaation on inatalliDg and. 
maintaining various aid.i.rC materials, simply cbeck the appropriate space on 
the back of the SUl"Yey and write your name &. address (Xl tbe back of the 
return envelope, or if JOU prefer, request the inforation in a sepu:ate 
letter. 

Your answers are crucial, as we need a hiah response rate for the survey 
results to be reliable. Please return the completed IIUI"YeY at 7OUI' 
earliest convenience. 

'I'bank you for your cooperatian and help! 

Sincerely, 

a..JC.QLU·~ 
Bdward c. s;;;;;;;;7 
Research Assistant 

st~:k 
St.even A. Sinclair 
Associate Professor 
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(Pre-Notification to Blue Book Sample) 

CDl.l.E:GE OF AGIlICUL11JJlE AND un SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

DEPARTMENT Of FOREST PR.OOUCIS 

October 15, 1987 

'!'bad MoDtga.ery 
King Bui ld.ers 
Box 5306 
Lafayette. LA 70505 

Dear Mr. MoDtgo.ery: 

Bl.Jd:sbfITg. Virgin;' 24061 

I _ .. kiDg your help iD a nationwide research project. The purpose of 
this project, which I _ coDdu.ctiDg .. part of IIY graduate studies, is to 
find out the opinions of professionals like yourself on the advantages and 
disadvantages of using various siding .. tarials iD residential 
construction. The study results will help siding .anufacturers better ..at 
your needs. 

In about a week you will receive IIY sillple questionnaire. I ask that the 
survey be ca.pleted by the person in your fi.na that is aost involved in 
decisions relatiDg to siding products. It will take but a short time to 
fill out-and your answers will be of the greatest iaportance to the 
success and accuracy of IIY research. 

I need your help to co.plete IIY graduate research project. I hope you caD 

spare 10 lliDutes. ThIlDka! 

SiDcerely, 

~f.~ta~ 
Graduate Student . 
Forest Products Marketing 
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(Survey Cover Letter to Blue Book Sample) 

COLLEGE OF AGRIOJLroR£ AND UFE SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITIJTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

BLu!tbllt'g. Vi,.,i";' 24061 

DEPARTMENT Of fOREST PRODUCTS 

October 22, 198'7 

Dear &a.ebuilder: 

tat week I MDt 'JOU a letter requeetiDg your c:c.paay'. participation in a 
nationwide research project I _ CODCiuctiDl _ pert of II)" studies here at 
Viremia Tech. 

!he purpoee of this research ia to fiDd out the opiniODB of prof_ionals 
like youraelf em the advantape and diaadvaDtaaJ_ of using varioua siding 
_teriala in residential CODatructiGD. The st1.Kly results will help siding 
-.rufacturen better _t your DeeCia. 

I hope you caD spare 10 llimitee to help _ with this project by fillinl out 
the enclosed. queatiODDaire. ,- I aak. that the survey be cc.pleted by tbe 
person in your fil'll that is .. t iDvol ved in decisiona related. to aiding 
products. Of COUI'H all aDBWera are confidential and will only be used in 
COIIbiDation with those of other prof_ionala fro- allover the U.S. 

If )'OU are intere.ted in receiviDl 1nforwation on iDBtallirc aDd 
_intaiDinI variC11U8 aid.iDg _terials t aillply check the appropriate apace on 
the back of the 81U"geY 8Dd write your __ and addreaa on the back of the 
return envelope. or if you prefer t request the inforwation in a separate 
letter. 

Your aD8Wera are crucial. _ we need a high response rate for the aurv.,. 
results to be reliable. Please return the aurv.,. at your earli_t 
CODftIDieace. 

1'lumk you for your cooperation and help! 

Sincerely, 

~c <:J.Uo
_ 

Bdward c .• ;;~ 
Graduate Student 
Forest Producta MarketiDe 

51~$.k 
SteveD. A. Sinclair 
Associate Prof ... or 
Forest Products MarketiD. 
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(Survey Cover Letter to Yellow-Page Sample) 

COLLfGE Of AGRlOJlnJRE AND un SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSITY 

DEPAllTWENT OF fOIlEST PRODUcrs 

October 22, 1987 

Dear ProfesaiODal. Haebuilder ./Ile.odeler: 

Will you do us a favor? 

We are ccmductiDg a DBtiODWide survey ...mg profeuiODals iD the 
hc.ebuildiDg/re.od.eliDg iDdustri_. The ~ of this renerch is to 
fiDd out the opinion. 8Dd aeec:t. of prof.aiooala like 'JOIII"Mlf OB the 
adY-taa. ad dilllldvautaaes of using vari~ aid.iDa _teriala iD 
residential CODIItructiOil. Your IIDIIWerII will enable ..aufacturera to better 
..at the ..... that 7O'It the prof_iODal, require iD aid.iDa products. 

Your fir-. appeared iD a acientifically aelected nmclca a-.ple. Therefore. 
7OQ.r re8poaae to the eDCIOlied aurvey is of key iaportllDCe to the accuracy 
aDd success of our reeearch, whether or DOt your fir-. is a user of ODe or 
.ore of the _teriala d.cribed. 

We ask that the aurvey be cc.pleted by a perBOil iD J'OUl" fir-. that is the 
aoat iDvolved in deciaiODll related to aidiDg. It will take OBiy a abort 
tiae to 8DBW8r the ai.llple queaticma OIl the enclosed aurvey _d to return it 
iD the poet .. e-pai.d retura envelope. Of course all ....werII are 
confidential aDd will ODI,. be used ill COIIbiDatiOil with thoae of other 
profeuiODals fra allover the U.S. 

If you are iDtereated ill receiviDi infor.atioa CD u.talllDg IIDCl 
-ataiDiDg various sidiDI aterialB, sillply check the appropriate apace OIl 

the back of the 81II"Ve)' aDd write your ..... IIDd addreu CD the back of the 
retura eovelope, or if you prefer t request the iDforwatiOD in a eeperate 
letter. 

Your IIDtIWerB are crucial, .. we Deed a high reapooee rate for the survey 
reeul ts to be reliable. PI.... return the capleted survey at 1OUl' 
ear li.t COIIV'eIIIieace. 

ThIIDk you for your cooperation 8Dd help! 

Sincerely, 

~ ~ -<:./.,,~-
Edward c. S;-al'i:;7 
Reaearch Auiat.t 
r.-t Products MarketiDg 

be. 

~~ 
Aaaociate Profeuor 
roreat ProdDcta MarketiD. 
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(Follow-Up Letter to Total Sample) 

COLLEGE OF AGJUCULruRE AND un SCIENCES 

VIRGINIA POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE AND STATE UNIVERSIIT 

DEPARTMENT OF FOREST PRODUCTS 

yhftlou At. BrotW forul PtotitIaI c-ur 

October 29, 1987 

Dear Prof.aianal Ha.ebuilder/R..odeler: 

&.aIbMrg. Virg;";' 24061 

I receatly MDt )'OU. a letter requeetiD. )'OUr cc:.p8DY·s participation in a 
DatiOlllri.de survey for aidiD. produeta I _ CODduetiDI .. part of .,. atudies 
here at Virginia Tech. If you have returned. the survey t tbaDk you for )'OUr 

help! Your r.poaae ia very iIIportaDt to _ becm.... it will prO'Yide the 
infomatiOlll I need to CGIIplete JJY work tClllflU"Cl8 a Masters degree iD ror.t 
Products. 

I realize that b_iDea people. auch .. J'OUI"Mlf. are '¥elY busy ad you .." 
Dot ,.,t have found the ti8e to CCIIplete the aW"'NY. 1IoIMver, I would like 
to eaCOUl"8ge you to do aG. !be aurvey tak_ OIlly a abort tu.e to cc.plete 
aDd you need. DOt ic:leatify younelf or your CGIIP8DJ'. !be infor.atioa which 
you supply iD this study ..,: help you, the eoatraetor, either directly or 
iDdireetly iD the future, because )"OU are provicl.iDg info~tiOD to eaable 
aidiD, .aufaeturera to better ..at )'OUr Deeds. 

If you are interested in receiving iDfo~tiOD OD aicl.iDg _teriala, aillply 
cheek the appropriate apace 011 the back of the survey IIDCI write your __ 
ad addreaa on the back of the return eavelope, or if you prefer, request 
the info~tioa in a separate letter. 

Your --.ra are crucial, .. I need a hieb re.ponae rate for the aurvey 
reaulta to be reliable. I hope 'J'DU CIIII spare 10 .iDut_. 

Once "aiD, tbaDk )"OU for your help! 

SiDeerely, 

0w.Jc.~ 
IdNard~. Stalling 
Graduate StudeDt 
roreat Producta Marketing 
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APPBND:tX D 
Samp1e S~ze ca1cu1at~oD8 

Assumptions for sample size: 

Equation: 

Results: 

1. Population is nor.mally distributed. 
2. Bound on the error of estimation is 5%. 
3. Confidence interva1 is set at 95%, which is standard 

for surveys of this nature. 
4. p is the proportion of contractors who have used wood 

siding; p is estimated to be .7, which is probably 
conservative. 

N (p) (q) 

n - ---------------
(N-1) D + (p) (q) . 

n - sample size 
N - Contractor population size 
p - proportion of Contractors who have used 

wood-based siding 
q - 1-p -
D - B2/4; B - .05 

100,000 ( •. 7) (.3) 

n - -------------------------- - 335 
99,999(.000625) + (.7) (.3) 

A minimum of 335 returned surveys were needed in order for the 
total survey to be within a bound on the error of estimation of 5% at 
the 95% confidence level. Assuming a 15% response rate and a 12% 
non-delivery, a minimum of 2500 surveys must be mailed. An extra 200 
surveys will be added to this minimum for a total of ~ surveys 
mailed. 

Additiona11y, there are 2600 listings in The Blue Book of Major 
Home Builders (Anonymous 1987b). Using p - .9 with a response rate of 
25%, a total of 137 large builder responses were sought by sending out 
a 550 surveys to builders listed in The Blue Book. The actual sample 
size after the "nth" selection was 571, therefore ~ surveys were 
mailed to the Blue Book builders. 

THEREFORE A MINIMUM OF 3050 SURVEYS NEEDED TO BE MAILED NATIONALLY. 
THE ACTUAL MAILING WAS 2700 + 571 - .3.lll. SURVEYS NATIONALLY. 

Mendenhall, w., L. Ott, and R. L. Scheaffer. 1986. Elementary Survey 
Sampling. Wadsworth Publishing Company, Inc., Boston, MA. 
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APPBNDIX B 
Explanation of Statistical Methods Used 

1. Analysis of Variance (ANOVA) 
2. Chi-square Test 
3. Multiple Discriminant Analysis (!IDA) 
4. Newman-Keuls Test 
5. Standardized Scores (T-Scores) by Individual 
6. Z-Test, One-Tailed 
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ANQYAi 

Analysis of Variance is a statistical procedure used to test 

statistical significance of differences when there are more than two 

means being compared. If only two means are compared, a WT-test" 

would be used. ANOVA analyzes if a dependent variable (i.e. 

determinance scores) differs between two or more levels of a single 

independent variable (i.e. four levels of Builder-Type). Assumptions 

of ANOVA include: (1) samples are random and independent, (2) 

dependent variable is interval or higher, and (3) sampled populations 

have the same shapes, means, and variances. 

The hypothesis tested is that the mean scores of the independent 

variable are equal. The procedure uses the relationship of the 

between-group variance to th~ within-group variance (this relationship 

is the F-ratio) to determine the statistical significance of the 

differences in mean scores. A probability greater than the acceptable 

level (in this study, .05) indicates that there is no difference, that 

is, the differences are due to sampling fluctuations. If the 

probability is less than .05, a difference in group means does exist, 

beyond which can be explained by sampling fluctuation. 

Chi-Sgg.a 'ga,t 

This procedure tests the significance of differences observed 

between two categorical (non-metric) variables. Assumptions include 

(1) samples are random and independent and (2) observations are 

categorical and mutually exclusive. The procedure uses the Chi-square 
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distribution and basically compares the observed frequencies to 

theoretical frequencies. 

MU1tiple Pisgrjminant Analysis (HDA) 

Unlike ANOVA and Chi-Square, in which only one dependent variable 

can be analyzed at a time (and as such are called univariate 

techniques), MDA belongs to the multivariate family of statistical 

procedures because many dependent variables can be analyzed at once. 

Multivariate techniques benefit by accounting for the relationships 

that might exist among the dependent variables, for instance 

intercorrelation. 

MDA is the appropriate technique when the dependent variable is 

non-metric (categorical) and-the independent variables are metric. 

The primary objective of MDAare to understand group differences and 

to predict the likelyhood that an individual respondent will belong to 

a particular group based on several independent variables. In this 

study, the technique is used to explain group differences rather than 

for prediction, yet prediction was used to validate the perceptual 

models developed. 

MDA is one of the most widely touted of the procedures for 

developing analytical models that help to evaluate differences among 

market segments or constructing a spatial model of product categories. 

It finds the weighted combination of independent variables (i.e. 

attribute ratings) which discriminate most among the dependent 

variable categories (i.e. the different siding products). It does 
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this by maximizing an F-ratio of between group to within-group 

variance. The second and subsequent weighted combinations are then 

found which discriminate maximally among the groups, with the 

constraint that they all be uncorrelated with each other. 

The MDA solutions presented in this report were all rotated using 

the varimax procedure (done within the SPSS-X statistical package) to 

improve interpretation. For the reader interested in the use of MOA, 

the following references are recommended: Hair et ala (1987), and 

Churchill (1987). 

Hepm'p-Ktu1s Test 

When ANOVA indicates a statistical difference in groups exist, 

there is no indication of which groups are statistically different 

from each other. After finding a significant difference with ANOVA, 

post-hoc multiple comparison tests can be employed to discover which 

pairs or combination of pairs have significantly differing means. The 

Newman-Reuls Test is a post-hoc multiple comparison test. It is one 

of the more powerful of the post-hoc tests, and is used when group 

sizes are similar. In this study, the size of the groups (different 

builder types) were similar and thus this more powerful method was 

used. 
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Standardized Sgore' (T-Score') by ;pd4y~ua1 

Standard, or nor.ma2ized scores, describe the re2ative position of 

a score with respect to the entire distribution of scores. The 

standard score that corresponds with a given raw score indicates how 

many standard deviations the raw score is either above or be10w the 

mean. While standard scores usually have a mean of zero and a 

standard deviation of one, a desirable way to express standard scores 

is by "T-scores," that is, having a mean of 50 and a standard 

deviation of ten. 

The standardized score is calcu1ated as fo110ws: 

z - x - u 
sd 

Where; Z - Standard score for individual i. 
X - Ra¥ dete~nance score of attribute A for it 

which, by the definition of dete~nce, 
equals (~ortance of A) (Difference of A). 

u - Mean deter.minance of all 23 attributes for i. 
sd - Standard deviation of all 23 attributes for i. 

The standard score is then transfor.med into a T-score by: 

T-Score - 10(Z) + 50 

Thus each individual (i) has a T-score for each attribute, which 

indicates the position of each attribute relative to a22 23 

attributes. 
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This procedure was used to determine which attributes had 

statistically higher determinance than the grand mean of all 

attributes (and would therefore be labeled "determinant" attributes). 

The null hypothesis is that the attributes tested is equal to the 

grand mean. The alternate hypothesis is that the attribute's score 

exceeds the grand mean. 

The test statistic for each attribute is the Z-score and was 

calculated as follows: 

Test Statistic - (Detepminance Score-Grand Mean) 
Standard Error of the Mean 

The grand mean was equal~to SO and the standard error of the mean 

equalled .5547858. The standard error was calculated by dividing the 

grand standard deviation (50.95) by the square root of the number" of 

cases (8434 cases -- approximately 367 respondents and 23 attributes 

per respondent) . 

The test statistic was compared to the critical value using 

the table for the no~l curve (1.645 for a one-tailed test with 

alpha-.OS), and those attributes with test statistics exceeding this 

critical value were labelled determinant. 
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